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Abstract
This study exarnines the issues which are dealt with by one
classroom teacher and a collaborating teacher - researcher

colleague, while attempting to integrate computers into the
classroom. lt identifies professional development strategies which
might be effective in supporting

a

teacher in this type

of learning

situation. The Grade four teacher involved in the study was using
the software program "Knowledge Builder" with Macintosh
computers.

The conceptual framework for the study is drawn from Donald
Schon's work in the area of reflective practice, as well as F. Michael

Connelly and D. Jean Clandinin's work on narrative inquiry. This

study attempts to incorporate the strengths of both perspectives

each are related

as

to professional development of teachers, and

computer integration.
The contribution of this study is the validity and voice which

¡t gives to a

classroom teacher and

researcher who are aspiring

to

a collaborating teacher

improve teaching practice and

learning in the classroom. The study identifies concerns and issues

that arise in the areas of computer integration and the professional
growth which occurs in both participants.
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lntroduction:
Over the past decade, computers have become much more
accessible and affordable for the general public as well as the
public school system. Furthermore, the capabilities of the personal

computer have increased tremendously in recent years. However,
many teachers that

training

I

have talked to do not feel that they have the

or the expertíse to

incorporate computers into the

classroom, and find themselves

in an uncomfortable situation,

caught between their personal comfort levels and the increasing
demands

to integrate technology. The task of teaching with

is complicated by the fact that there are few guidelines
which outline a philosophical base, goals or strategies for a teacher
to refer to.
Some teachers have expressed to me their feelings of
computers

inadequacy and apprehension about working and teaching with the
computers because they have not developed

a personal comfort

level

with either or both-of the computer hardware and software.

At least one school division in Manitoba has developed its own
computer software program, which incorporates student thinking
and writing strategies. The majority of the teachers in the Division
have been given three half day training sessions on the use of the

Macintosh computer and
Appendix

)

the Knowledge Builder software.

(See

- 6 classrooms in the Division

have

Many of the Grades 4

at least three Macintosh computers in the classroom for student use.
While the Knowledge Builder program is not mandated by provincial

Computer Integration
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curriculum guidelines, the Division has developed its own priorities

and outline for a computer program beginning in Grade Four. The
Divisional guidelines incorporate thinking and writing skills through
expository

writing. The words that have been coined are "writing

for meaning". An extensive document has been compiled ouflining
f ifty - two thinking and writing strategies which have also been
built into the computer software program. The general intent is that
the computers be utilized in a variety of ways across curricula. The
teacher is now expected to adapt lessons to incorporate computers,

deal with the challenges of timetabling students for

computer

access, cope with any difficulties experienced by the students while
using the program, as well as plan for the students who do not have
access to a computer.

I have discovered

that many teachers with whom

I

relate have

concerns and anxieties about being required

to learn enough about
computers to use them with students in the classroom.
Furthermore, several teachers have told me that they are
uncomfortable working with a computer program that is very
complex and which is not completely stable in that the program
"crashes" at times, and students can lose work that they have done.

believe they are also hesitant

I

to take their students into the

computer laboratory because they are unsure how

to structure their

classes effectively. As an experienced erementary classroom
teacher, I have dealt with many of these feelings myself. I have
struggled with exploring this new medium composed of both
hardware and software components, and with being afraid that
something was about to explode if touched incorrectly. I am very
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make the computer

do something which I believed was so simple. I believe that
teachers can support and assist each other in developing confidence

and skill in using the computer. This type of peer support should
make it easier for teachers to cope with the many challenges of a

new dimension of classroom teaching. Overall, I believe teacher
inservice and support are crucial for effective computer use in
school classrooms to occur.

I am interested in the elementary classroom context, where

I

believe that the integration of computer technology has often been
addressed in a less systematic way than for many other curricula.

The role of the classroom teacher is critícal, and I believe that role
will be affected by the vision that the teacher has of him/herself, of
computer technology and integration, and his/her

conf

integrating the computer in the classroom environment on

idence

a

in

regular

basis. This study explores some of the concerns and issues which
arise in the course of inquiry into computer integration into one
classroom and gives an account of what the participating teacher
and I learned as we grew together.
Problem Statement
The purpose of this study is to examine existing and emerging

problems and issues, and to search for effective inservice
strategies or supports for an elementary classroom teacher who is
integrating computers into the classroom. This study occurs within

the context of one Manitoba school division, and one school's
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of computer use in the school and its classrooms. lt is
important to indicate at the outset that the study is collaborative
involving a single teacher - participant and a teacher - researcher
"climate"

with implications for each throughout the study.
The following guiding strands were originally constructed as
starting points for the study and continued to serve to guide the
entire study

1.

to íts completion:

What concerns or issues arise when a teacher plans for and

attempts

to

implement computer technology into the

classroom?

2.

How do inservice strategies or supports infruence the

classroom teacher

in her exploration and experimentation

with different possibilities of computer integration?

3.

What reconstructions of meaning do the teacher participant and the teacher - researcher make in the context of

their collaborative inquiry into the use of computers?

Conceptual and Methodological Framework:
Following Max Van Manen's (1977) thinking about interpretive
practice, the approach used in this study is not primarily to develop
hypotheses and generalized statements about the effectiveness of
teacher behaviour and the curriculum. Rather, it is concerned with

making the educational experiences and actions of teachers and
learners understandable to others. .The interpretive approach to
curriculum seeks

to

analyze and clarify meanings, perceptions,
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assumpt¡ons, prejudgments, and presuppositions. This approach
attempts to make experientially meaningf ul the curriculum as a
subjective and interpersonal process." (p. 219)

This study was further grounded in a particular theoretical
f ramework which gave validity and meaning to the everyday
activities of a classroom teacher. The framework, made up of ideas
on ref lective practice and the education of practitioners in the
professions developed by Donald Schon (1993, lggg), and set in the

wider context of "narrative inquiry' based on the work of F. Michael
connelly and D. Jean clandinin (1985, 1987, 1ggg, 1ggg, 1gg0). This
framework will be elaborated on in Chapter Z.

Donald schon's ideas
identífy

a

particular way

on "reflection - in and on -

action'

of dealing with events which occur in

practice. tsy consciously or unconsciously 'naming' the things one
wishes to attend to in a problem context, and 'framing', or setting
the bounds for the context in which attention will be focused, an
individual is in a position to test in practice possible solutions to
the problems which have been constructed. Accordingly, this study
examines the reflectivity and accomþanying "sense - making' which

a teacher - researcher and Lee a
teacher - participant; especially that which occurred through
collaborative activity. Focussing on particular problems in such a
reftective way led to a course of action which was designed to
improve the situation and gradually improve our professional
occurred on the part

of

myself,

practice.

The work of Connelly and Clandinin also deals with classroom
experience, but encompasses the larger picture

of how a

perspective
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on classroom practice is shaped within the context of a conscious
construction and reconstruction (or "storying" and ,restorying') of
personal and professional life. This includes an examination of
people's 'historical' or 'biographical' journeys, in an effort to find
interpretive connections between classroom events, and life
experiences. This narrative inquiry also includes a 'future" as well
as "actionn orientations. The action taken is a result of living out
images which have resulted from reflecting

on past and

present

events. The process also results in new images of and possibilities
for future actions. Connelly and Clandinin's conception of narrative
inquiry includes the involvement of

a

a major
role in suggesting interpretive connections between past and
present, and possible or imagined future events. This allows the
possibility of a practitioner living out the narrative which has been
collaborator who plays

constructed. Connelly and Clandinin (1g8g) claim therefore, that
narrative inquiry is itself an act of school reform (p. xvi).

This study attempts to incorporate the strengths

of

both

Connelly and Clandinin's narrative inquiry and Schon's more focussed

ideas of reflectivity on problems of practice as each are related to
professional development of teachers and computer integration in

the course of the study. The study draws on both conceptual
frameworks in the course of examining the challenges faced by a
teacher attempting

to

integrate Macintosh computers into

elementary school classroom.

an
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Need For The Study

The idea for this study resulted from the

teacher

researcher's involvement with supporting teachers in her school who

were trying

to learn and use a

Divisionally

-

generated software

computer program on the Macintosh computer, referred
'Knowledge Builder'. The teacher

-

to as the

researcher had been working with

the software program for three years, and was in the second year of
serving as member of a Divisional inservice team whose task was to

brainstorm

for and acilitate ways to assist teachers with
f

integrating computers into the classroom more effectively. The
teacher - researcher's personal questions about how to best assist
and support teachers who were trying to learn and use the program
generated the idea for the study. lt was felt that many teachers

were not using the computers effectively in their classrooms for a
variety of reasons, and that no one had really listened to the
teachers

in the field to discover what frustrations and successes

were experienced when attempting to integrate computer technology
into the regular classroom routine.
Signif

icance

of

Study:

Beyond the more personal significance implied under 'Need For

The Study' (p. 6) the local school Division should benefit from the
careful study of teacher and collaborator experience using the
"Knowledge Builder software program.

Computer Integration
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a person is from the local school or Divísion, a
study of this kind shows promise of transferability, which may
Whether or not

facilitate interested readers

in seeing parallel situations to

their

own. Being able to see themselves in the case in one way or another
may lead to possibilities for their own growth. The intent is not
generalizability,

but rather 'particularizability", where through the

rich detail concerning computer integration, teacher perspective and
professional growth of one particular case, readers may be able to
see significance for their own lives and work.

Overview Of Thesis:

The thesis is divided into five chapters, each deveroping a
particular aspect of the necessary text to allow understanding of
the study's questions in the context of supporting literature,
methodology, collected data and its interpretation.
Chapter One provides an overview of the structure and content

of the entire thesis. lt includes the Problem Statement and the
three guiding strands which directed the study. This chapter also
outlines the signif icance of the study, a brief outline of the
conceptual framework and associated methodology, the
organizational structure of the study, and the limitations of the
study.

is a review of relevant literature which supports
the themes referred to in the study. Five areas are addressed ín the
Chapter Two

Literature Review:

2)

1)

Professional Development For Teachers,

Professional Development Using Computers,

B) Computer Anxiety

Computer Integration
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Donald Schon

and

-

Reflective Meaning Making,

D. Jean Clandinin

-
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5) F. Michael Connelly

Narrative lnquiry. The literature reviewed in

these areas provide a backdrop for the reading and understanding of

the subsequent chapters.
Chapter Three provides an outline of the methodology used

in

the study. This chapter builds on the conceptual framework and
links the methodology employed with that f ramework. lt also
includes in detail, the research methodology used, including things
like criteria for selecting the participant and the enrollment of the
teacher - participant's classroom.
Chapter Four contains the data collected during the time of the

study. lt includes data collected from interviews, journal entries,
as well as conversations which focussed on the elaboration,
interpretation and clarif ication of the data which was recorded.
Each data section is given its own title. The chapter concludes with

a summary of the highlights of the chapter.
Chapter Five consists of a discussion of the ncase" presented
in Chapter 4. Accordingly, ¡t deals with interpretation of the case,
its validity, and connections to existing theory. The chapter
connects the practical and theoretical implications of the entire
study. Some suggestions for assisting teachers who are attempting
to adopt new technologies and curriculum into their classrooms are
provided as suggestions for further research.
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Limitations

of the study which became
evident as time went on. while the teacher - researcher was hoping
There were several limitations

to gain additional data from the noon hour inservice sessions which
were planned, very few of these sessions actually occurred during
the time of the study. The teacher - researcher was planning to be
in the Macintosh computer lab with the teacher - participant once
per cycle for six months. Due to a variety of events like special
assemblies and field trips,

held. The teacher -

a number of scheduled

researcher and the teacher

classes were not

-

participant were

able to work together in the Macintosh lab sixteen of the twenty
one potential computer classes.
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2

Related Literature

The literature revíewed will be set in the

theoretical

framework provided by the work of Donald Schon (1ggg, 1gg7) and F.

Michael connelly and D. Jean clandinin (1ggs, 1ggr, 1ggg, 1ggg,
1990). For schon, connelly and crandinin, a common purpose is to
outline an epistemology, or study of knowledge of practice in which
the starting point for inquiry ís a practical event - seen for example

as an incidence of teaching in a computer class. Both lines of
scholarship promote or favour rational inquiry along the lines set
out by John Dewey (1ggg), and see such inquiry as part of
professional growth. Both also recognize the importance of 'teacher
perspective" in the context of the teaching act and the underlying
assumption or f rames which support them. For both lines of
scholarship, change in the "perspective" which results from inquiry
is seen as the key to professional growth - and indeed, school
reform as it results in new and improved action.

ln the subsequent

chapter, there wiil be differences in
emphasis such that discussion of Schon's scholarship will emphasize
his idea that reframing (ie. comprehending or hearing and seeing
elements of the practice setting in new ways) and thus professional
growth occurs in the context of what he calls "reflection - in and on

- action". For connelly and clandinin, a more deliberate,
collaborative search for

a

broader "life story"

"narrative"

or

perspective will emphasize the role

in helping to bring a

of

a

teacher

perspective (including images
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for the f uture) and changes

in

perspective to light.

ln the above context, "inservice education" and 'computer
inservice training for teachers" may be seen to f it into the
framework and the review
inservice component

of literature. Thus to the extent that the

is removed from the classroom it may be seen

a longer

range, biographical nstoryn which may contribute to
the larger narrative and may eventually help shape the perspective
more as

which the teacher brings to the teaching
inservice component consists of

act. To the extent that the

a kind of collaboration more closely

linked to the teaching act (including various forms of classroom
interaction), it may also become part of the developing narrative,
yet more closely aligned to Schon's work to the extent that his more
specific activities such as "modelling"

and

"coaching* are included.

The sequence of literature reviewed will be: i) Professional
Development and lnservice Training, ii) Computer lnservice Training

for Teachers, iii) computer Anxiety, iv) schon's
Practice, and

v)

Narrative lnquiry.

Reflective
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lnservice Training

The Literature shows that while professional development for
teachers is deemed important, the way in which it has often been
undertaken has not been particularly effective. ln order to facílitate
a change of practice, teachers need on - going, collaborative support
rather than isolated, independent inservice sessions
Much time, effort and money are put into forums which are
designed to facilitate change among teachers in the profession.
Ellis (1990) comments that the method most often used to encourage
change is a "one-shot" inservice session from which the teacher is

to glean all the information necessary to bring about
immediate change in the classroom. Unfortunately, white this
expected

particular format often does deliver useful initial information (Hord
& Austin, 1986), ¡t has been reported that "orìe - shotn workshops

that had no follow

- up implementation

support have not been proven

to be effective either for changing teachers behaviors or

increasing

student learning. (Ellis, 1gg0)

a long and tedious process that does not
end with the adoption of a new curriculum or approach to teaching
Educational change is

(Ellis, p.55).

or, stated another wây, "implementation" does not

equal delivery of an innovation, as has been widely assumed in the
past. (Hord & Austin, l 9g6)

Hord and Austin (1986) claim that recent research show that
at least three factors are most often overlooked in the process of
implementing curriculum:
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1) Realization that various types of actions that support
teachers will be required.
2) ldentification of who is responsible for facilitating the
change that the teacher will make.
3) Understanding on the part of faculty (or Division) that

change takes a great deal of time and that even under the best
of circumstances, implementation takes several years. (p. 97)

These statements highlight the importance of examining what is
being done and reported in the area of teacher professional
development.

Judyth Sachs and, Lloyd Logan (1986), in their study entitled
"Control or development? A study of inservice education,' explore

the notion of professional development often being perceived

by

teachers as being compensatory rather than developmental. They
believe that 'inservice education, embedded either consciously or

unconsciously

in

assumptions rooted

a

in

bureaucratic control,

of deskilling and
reskilling" (p. 479). The study determined that in the majority of
inservice sessions activities focussed unduly on practicality and
relevance in regard to the teachers' responsibility for improving

increases teacher dependency through

process

instruction, and this at the expense of organizational factors.

Taken together these two characteristics contribute albeit
inadvertently, to the diminution of the control teachers
exercise over their own practice and its development. That
an overriding concern fOr 'relevance' and 'practicality'
serves to contribute to the deskilling of teachers through
containing the focus to, and heightening the importance of,
immediacy. (P. 377)

is,

Those responsible for professional development of teachers must
realize that the most effective type of inservice is one that
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teachers decide

is

necessary and relevant to their situation
(sachs

& Logan, p.S).

rndeed, the effectiveness

of an inservice training sessíon

determined by how

is

a teacher perceives the session itself. Hord
and
Austin (1986) betieve that 'if the peopre
expected to imprement a
program judge it to be of poor quarity,
or not appropriate for their

situation, they may not be enthusiastic
about it,, (p. gg). whire it is
not feasibre for teachers to have a
choice in what they are asked to
implement' it is important that those
invorved in the
communication

of the "new information" provide an opportunity
for the participants
in their program to diarogue about the rearities
of the new program,
and provide a framework in which the new
deveropments can be put
into perspective.
consistent with sachs and Logan (19g6),
Mary Beattie (1ggg),

in her thesis

Development observes some difficurties
with conventionar inservice
strategies:

over the years r had arso found myserf becoming
increasingry
uncomfortable with the way teachers
were treated and viewed
by curricurum deveropers áno ¡t ,""rrã nignrv
inconsistent to
me that workshop leaders promoted a view
õt
tn"
learner as serf-motivated, serf - directed probrem student
sorver at
the same time as they were treating tn"
t"âJer
rearner as a
receptacle for current teaching strategies
and
skills. This
attitude towards teacher rearñing gãü"- u"ìf -rittr"
credit to our
individuality as teachers, our diffärãnt
oacLjrounos and our
different levels of experience and knowledge
(p. 40).

Beattie emphasizes the importance of
treating teachers with
respect and is consistent with a view
of an individual,s deveroping
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life nstory" which results in different perspectives which will

be

addressed throughout the review.

Burrello and Orbaugh
approaches

(1992)

to inservice programs are

believe that 'collaborative
the most effective" (p. 38S).

This process would include providing personalized

information

specific to a teacher's need, and explaining each teacher's use of the
program through clarification and solving individual problems. Hord

and Austin (1986) also note the importance of process:
What we now understand is that helping teachers change their
practice ís a process. Thus, school staff development sessions
for teachers, and providing different training as they develop
understanding and skills regarding a new curriculum are much
more effective than a three day inservice workshop supplíed
prior to the opening of school (p. 1OZ).

while ongoing support is imperative to the success of

a

new

curriculum being implemented effectively, Hord and Austin (1996)

point out that the kind of support necessary varies at different
points along the implementation timeline:
when a major change in a program is to be implemented, it is
relatively safe to assume that the majority of people are
starting at or near the same point, and need the same general
kinds of information and assistance. Therefore, it is
reasonable to provide interventions that are less individual at
the beginning of implementation. During the ensuing stages,
teacher skill in use of the new curriculum develops at varying
rates, and in diverse ways and teachers require more
individual attention to support their innovation use, thus the
need for even more consultation in year two (p.1Og).
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Burrello and orbaugh (1gg2), through extensive study of

numerous inservice education attempts outline six major
observations which they believe constitute effective inservice
education. Accordingly, inservice education programs should:

1)

Be designed, integrated into, and supported by the
organ ization.
2) Be designed to result in collaborative programs, with input
from a wide variety of sources.
3) Be grounded in the needs of the participants and the use of
problem - solving skills should be a part of inservice training.
4) Be responsive to changing needs, should model good
teaching strategies, and peer teaching strategies, should be
directed toward changing teaching behavior. The
implementation strategy should include continual professional
growth activities, and the local development of collaboratively
prepared materials.
5) Be accessible, be conducted primarily during the
participants' normal working hours, at convenient locations.
6) Be evaluated over time, and be compatible with the
underlying philosophy and approach of the area. Evaluation can
be used to i) determine needs, ii) plan programs, ii¡) revise
activities, and iv) judge impact (p. 9g5-386).

These observatio.ns about inservice education highlight the
importance of teacher involvement in facilitating change.
consistent with Burrello and orbaugh (1992), Fullan (1992)
points out that when a teacher is asked to change his/her particular

to accommodate a particular curriculum, she/he is
being required to change several dimensions: the use of new

teaching style

materials, alterations

in their teaching behaviour, and changes

their beliefs and attítudes.

to
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Also consistent with Burreilo and orbaugh (1992) Hord and
Austin (1986) state the importance of follow up support:
Follow up support is critical if the most effective change is to
occur. We believe that the success or failure of
implementation is determined by the frequency and effort of
one to one follow-up interactions with teachers that focus on
their problems and concerns about changing their teaching
practices. Such actions are powerful interventions, when they
respond to teacher's needs for information, encouragement, and
personalized assistance in understanding how to make a new
program work for them and their students (p.10g).

What supports and structures make it easiest for the teacher to
learn new strategies and gain new insights? A teachers' knowledge
and experience must be included and drawn upon where ever possible.

Though referring

to her own study, Beattie (1ggg) draws a

powerful, even poignant conclusion which can be applied

to

very

inservice

training and professional development in general. she states:

I believe that the significance of this study lies in observing,
understanding and describing how a teacher'i personal
knowledge which is experiential, embodied and based on a
narrative of experience, is use to plan, to inquire, and develop
curriculum for the present and future. Such understanding
could provide new ways for thinking about preservice and
inservice education for teachers, and for schoor reform. A
research tradition which nourishes teaching and teacher
growth, as opposed to any version of teacher training and the
technology of teaching, will be, I believe, a worthwhile and
valuable contribution (Ch. 2 p. g0).

Beattie's conclusion fits well with the ideas

on reflectivity

based

on the work of Schon and Connelly and Clandinin which are discussed

later in the chapter.
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to participate in professional

development on an ongoing basis. They should take some ownership
for their own professional development to ensure that the issues

dealt with are supported by on - going, rong term support by
credible, knowledgeable support people. Change in practice does not
occur in

a

elements

in facilitating

vacL¡um, collaboration and communication

are important

change.

Computer lnservice Training For Teachers

The integration and incorporation of computers into the
classroom setting has presented some unique challenges for the
teachers involved. The role of the teacher must change from the
"giver of knowledge" to one which facilitates learning by others,
even though the teacher does not necessarily have all the answers.
The most effective strategy for inservice training in the area of
computer integration is one in which teachers are supported over a
lgng period of time, by individuals whom the teachers believe are
credible.
classrooms and labs equipped with personal computers are no
longer a dream of the future. While providing the necessary number

of computers deemed adequate for the educational system is

a

financial challenge for school divisions, the greater challenge seems
to revolve around teachers' feelings about, and ability to, integrate

the personal computer into the regular classroom
Burkholder (1987)

environment.

states: 'As schools take steps to

purchase

computers, teachers need to be prepared and trained in order to feel
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confident and use computers effectively in education.' Teachers are
used to being in charge and knowing the content of what they teach.

They have prepared themselves for their profession by taking
several years of university training, and have strived to become
comfortable with the curriculum which they are required to
implement. Accordingly, Akker, Keursten and promp (l ggg) state:
Teacher's often experience unanticipated problems with theír
instructional roles. computers challenge teachers' existing
instructional routines by requiring a shift from expository
teaching toward a role ín which the teacher is more of a
partner and guide to the student. Many teachers feel
uncomfortable about these changes and therefore try to
minimize them. This factor is particularly important because
research has shown that the way a teacher integrates
computers through his ongoing instructional decisions is
critical to the impact of computer use on learners and learner
results (p. 70)
The trend towards the introduction of computers into the classroom

a real challenge for many teachers.
The integration of computers may require the teacher to
continue to move from the role of "information giver' to that of
"facilitator". ln order to assist the students in assimilating all the
knowledge and information that is being directed towards them, the
teacher must be willing and able to teach the students how to
access, sort and process the information which is applicable to them
at the particular time. About this highly integrated and complex
task, and in the context of the previous quotation (Akker Keursten &
appears to be

Plomp, 1988), Mecklenburger (1991) states:
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Today's mix of technologies - a reriance on lectures, reading
and testing, organized in attendance centers called schools and
classrooms and supported fitfully with smail quantities of
electronic learning- is not optimal for education. Electronic
learning must play a more important part in the mix, even at
the expense of some customary practices. Today, students and
educators alike can create, receive, collect, and share data,
text, images, and sounds on a myraid of topics in ways more
stimulating, richer, and more timely than ever before - if they
have access to the appropriate technology and the ability to
use it (p. 108).

it unnerving to be asked to work
with computers when they do not feel comfortable with the
However, teachers may find

technology. Those who are learning to use a computer should be
active participants in the learning process. With regard to teacher
anxiety, Kathleen Fulton (1988) states:
...inservice training in technology must be sensitive to the
concerns of anxieties with which teachers approach the use of
technology. A teacher taking a course in other subject areas
generally has some experience or background in the topic. But
many teachers, especially those who consider themselves
"B.C.n - before computers - have not yet worked with
computers and admit to being "technophobic'. (p. g4)

The question needs to be asked; is the technorogy itself a
barrier? Stern (1991) does not believe that the technology is the
problem:

Technology per se is not the barrier. lnstead, it is our attitude
about using technology in schools that is the barrier. our
attitudinal problem is that educators are reluctant to move
toward a system that is more technology - intensive and less
labor - intensive (p.10).
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unfortunately, many schools purchase computers or various
forms of technology first and then attempt to make decisions about
how they should be used. According to Levinson (1ggo) 'Technology

could be used to solve significant (educational) problems, but for
change to be effectíve, the problem should drive the use of the
technology" þ.122) and not the other way around.

lt is essential to

focus on and identify the problem to be solved, and not on the
introduction of a nnewn type of technology which someone may be
interested

in.

Cohen and Brawer (1g86) believe that:

lf technology is to work within the schoor context, peopre in
schools cannot perceive it as something that has been imposed.
It must be rooted in institution, must be accepted personally,

and seen as a way of thinking that demands modification of
technology based on results obtained. (p.92)

Grimmett and Erickson (1988) believe that "problem resolution

is influenced by inferences drawn from the observed phenomena of
past experiences which are tested as the basis for future action'
(p.6). Teachers should be actively involved in problem resolution,
rather than having a solution imposed from without (Grimmett &
Erickson, p. 6). Payne (1989) also believes that if teachers are
provided with the opportunity

to improve and update their skills in

the areas of expressed needs, they will respond favorably and accept
the challenge of providing continued excellence in their classrooms

(p.

6).

She also believes this accepting type of learning environment

is best be facilitated when inservice programs meet the needs of the
teacher's they serve (p. 2). while these points apply generally to
"inservice education' they are made here to indicate that their
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relevance

is

part¡cularly important

to the topic of

computer

inservice training.

How does the individual educator f ind the
assistance? While self

necessary

- motivation probably works well with those

who are very interested in computers, how are the others reached?
Sachs and Logan (198a) believe that:

As inservicing reaches more reluctant computer users, there
may be a greater need for a different type of approach, one
that puts less emphasis in the self-motivation of the learner.
One will probably have to create material which puts computer
applicatíon in the context of how computers have a positive
effect on the teachers' life with minimum effort on the

teachers part (p.47)

of motivation, there ís a perception
that teachers will respond to the belief that they are partially
responsible for the knowledge of the students they teach. As
Dickerson and Pritchard (1981) state, 'Unless the teacher can
Following ,another aspect

command and direct the technology, the students who follow will

not be prepared for the demands of a technological society' (p.

g).

According to this argument the teacher does not need to have all the

answers, but rather be able to facilitate the students accessing the

necessary information.
According

to wagschal (1984) the implementation of

technology into the classroom will be most effective

if

computer

teachers are

involved in the placement and use of the computers:
Decisions regarding the appropriate place of computer
technology must be made by individual teachers, because they
are the only ones who can sensibly and realistically determine
how best to use this new technology to help their students
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learn. Teachers cannot make such decisions, however, until
they have had sufficient hands - on experíence with the
computers to give them a practical understanding of the
potential uses (and abuses) of this new technology (p.253).
Mecklenburger (1990) believes that it is imperative that teachers
perceive a need for computers in the classroom, or they will not be
used.

Teachers should be allowed a great deal of flexibility and
freedom when integrating technology into the classroom.
lmposed restrictions on uses of the technology only assist in
stifling creative and personal incorporation of technological
advancements. Technology shourd empower the teacher to
invent new kinds of educational venues, because much of what
we call school curriculum can and will take many diverse

paths (p. 107).

ln the preceding writing, much emphasis has been placed on
teacher characteristics, including articulated needs. The need to
develop effective computer related inservice sessions accordingly,
has proven to be a challenge for those people involved in trying to

teach teachers how new technology can be

of

benefit

in

the

classroom. Akker, Keursten, and Plomp (1ggg) reflect that:

A criticism of past

inservice approaches is that the emphasis
on technical aspects was too strong, while too little attention
was being paid to the integration of computer use in the daily
classroom practice and also to the skiils in selecting and
evaluating courseware. Teachers need a strong support to
overcome their (initial) problems of uncertainty and their

concerns about teacher/student relationships and about

accountability (p.

68).
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There are particular characteristics which seem

the effectiveness of

computer inservice

to

increase

training.

These

characteristics include:
i)

ii)
ii¡)

iv)
v)

vi)
vii)

an appropriate balance between lecture and guided
practice
detailed curriculum guides and plans for the course

clear training objectíves
inservice lessons linked to the teachers' own
instructional practice
peer interaction including communicatíon during hands

on

activities
strategies for teaching heterogeneous groups
follow - up support and guidance.
(Akker, Keursten & Plomp, p. 68)

A framework for inservice education such as the one outlined, would
give teachers a comprehensive and practical context within which

to

contemplate how they could integrate computers into their
classrooms. Learning needs to take place within the context of
practice, so that direct application of the technology as well as
problem solving strategies can be implemented. A teacher must
learn how to use the computers effectively, but must also learn
some basic 'trouble shooting' strategíes which can be drawn upon
when there is difficulty. A component of a successful experience

with the computers occurs when the "teacher succeeds in an
effective lesson execution without major problems and is aware of
his own contribution in this respect" (Akker, Keursten & plomp, p.
71).

The integration of computers into the crassroom usually
requires a change in practice on the part of the teacher. Fullan
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(1982) isolates several characteristics which are inf luential in
facilitating the concept of change and which seem to me to apply
particularly well to computers. These characteristics include:

1)

Need and Relevance. What is the need for and
appropriateness of the change? what is the priority of the
efforts to implement the innovation relative to other
concerns?
2) Clarity. How clear are the goals and essential features of
the innovation? How clear are the practical implications for
the users?
complexity. How many components of instructional
practice are affected and how much do they differ from
existing practices and beliefs? How difficult is it to learn the
necessary changes?
4) How well developed and tested are the products? How
certain is the impact of the innovation? What is the trade-off
between the actual benefits and the personal and
organizational costs? (p. gg)

3)

Weaknesses in one or more of these outlined areas can cause major

to implement a

program. Especially when

working with computers, teachers need

to feel confident that they

difficulty when trying

are being asked to do something that is well thought out, and can
begin implementation without too many alterations to the existing
program. This includes "adapting to the teacher's level of computer
competence and focusing on applications which the teacher can
customize or adapt to his or her specialized teaching situation"
(Fulton, p.34).

An effective way to assist a teacher in obtaining a comfort
level with a computer is to provide a computer for teacher use.
Rhodes (1986) feels that the education system is the only
institution that provides tools for its clients rather than its
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workers (p.14). There is an argument being made for teachers to
have the opportunity to become comfortable and confident with
computers before being asked to use them in the classroom.

lf computers are to be used effectively by the teachers

as

productivity tools, they must be readily and exclusively
available for their use. Locked doors, priority given to student
use, inaccessible labs and checkout policies that restrict
teacher access discourage teachers' and frustrate attempts to
learn more about computing tools (Minnesota state
Department of Education (MSDE), p. 1g).

once teachers are more comfortabre with the computer and
what its capabilities are, then a more informed educated decision
about classroom use can be made. 'Only when teachers' have learned

to use the computer as a tool to enhance their own thinking can they
encourage a similar ability in their students" (MSDE p. g). Decisions
regarding the appropriate place of computer technology must be
made by individual teachers because they are the ones in the best

to determine how that technology can fit into the daíly
routine of classroom life. Of course, such decisions cannot be made
position

by teachers who have no experience with the technorogy (MSDE p. g).

unfortunately, short periods

of

to assist

inservice training are not an

in their attempt to
integrate computers into the classroom. ln the following, a more

adequate enough support

teachers

collegial approach to inservice education, specifically in the context
of computer is advocated:
Teachers must also be provided with ongoing support which
will enable them to obtain assistance and support when
needed. Teacher - users of all kinds of technology continually
expressed the same needs, that is, the need for sufficient
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hardware and software during and after inservice, the need for
additional time to work with the technology both during and
after ínservice, the need for experiences which providè
substantial peer interaction, and importanily, the need for
inservice training personner who understand the conditions
under which the technology will be applied (MSDE p.9).

A teacher request which was received during the study in Minnesota
(MSDE) in regards to the use of computers stated "we need someone
in our building who will consistently help the novice computer user

so he/she becomes familiar. lt has to be more than a two hour
inservice workshop, given a dísk, and said 'go for it'' (p. 1z).
Teachers' should not be abandoned to fend for themselves once the

initial inservice session has been completed.
Meeting the needs of teachers for productive use of technology
is like building a four - legged stoor with legs of enabling
software, appropriate hardware, regular training, and peer
support. Shaving the emphasis off one of these legs
unbalances the stool and lessens the probability of teachers
effectively using the computer as a productivity tool.
Removing one of these legs will send the system crashing to
the floor. This stool is one essential component needed around
the table for restructuring schools and instruction. Teachers
properly trained, supported and with access to computer work
stations and productivity tools, can maximize their
effectiveness. lt is important that they be expected to
demonstrate productive behavior in the areas of instructional
effectiveness, teacher collaboration and staff efficiency
(MSDE p. 3).

A critical link in the process of implementing new practices is
that of individual and ongoing assistance to teachers in the form of
coaching. As Trainor and Fregosi (1986) state: "What better people
to teach our teachers than their peers who have a personal and
professional interest in our system, who have a sense of the
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hardware and software available, and who are keenly aware

curriculum?"

(p. 81) The process must include providing

personalized information
each teachers' use of

for specific teacher needs, and facilitating

a new program by solving individual problems,

and clarifying any issues which are unclear. By
consultation and coaching interventions are directed
teachers (Hord & Austin, p. 107).

lf

of our

teachers are going

to

to

def inition,

individual

integrate computers effectively they

need to be given immediate and ongoing support from someone who
understands their situation and who can provide resources that meet

the demands of the particular situation. The integration of
substantive improvement in practice cannot be incorporated into
classroom use
implementing

in one yeat. The second and third

a new practice

years of

requires as many interventions and as

one (Hord & Austin, p. 112).
The literature seems to be particularly supportive of the idea

much facilitating and energy as year

of follow - up support in the area of computers. Rebecca Clemente
(1991) believes that follow - up support may be the single most
important factor contributing

to the successf ul

implementation of

new ideas and materials. Follow - up by her definition means that
either trained teachers or the facilitator is on call to help when

arise (p.28). She believes that during
the teachers are involved in three critical

problems and concerns

implementation,

i) They are adapting the new ideas or materials
to their teaching styles; ii) They are clarifying in their minds and in
their practice just what it means to utilize the new ideas or
materials; and iii) They have routinized the new idea or materials.
development stages:
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This means that the new ideas or materials have become part of
their teaching (p.29).
There
order

is no shortcut in facilitating educational change.

to have effective curriculum

ln

development ongoing monitoring

and consultation must take place. Genuine change in practice only
comes with continued support and intervention

to deal with the

questions and concerns which will arise as teachers try

questions about technology and the impact that

it

to answer
has on the

classroom. Fulton (1988) summarizes:

The most crucial factors (that underlie whether of not a
teacher adopts technology into the classroom) are time and
support - allowing plenty of time and support both ín class and
afterward to give teacher's the opportunity to develop
confidence and competence (p. 34).
The training of teachers to use technology should be a long term and

ln arguing for lifelong computer and technology
training, the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) in the United
continual process.

States recommended that innovative inservice programs and follow

-

up support will require incentives to encourage teachers to stretch

of

expertise or to encourage
technologically experienced teachers to train colleagues. Fulton
beyond their current levels
(1988) suggests

a

number

of

incentives including additional pay,

school release time, availability of extra hardware and software,
paid time to participate in conferences, engage in computer related work and f inally, increased authority, status, and pay
master or lead teachers in schools (p. 36).

as
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Computer Anxiety

A special problem unique to

computer use

in schools is

that

many individuals, including teachers, indicate that they experience
anxiety about personal use of the microcomputer. Whether

it is a

lack of confidence, technical skill, or understanding of

the

usefulness and place of technology in the classroom, many teachers

feel unprepared for what is being requested of them.
Payne, (1982) in a survey of Kentucky teachers, reveared that
while there were many microcomputers already in the schools, the
teachers had no training

in using them and wanted assistance in

learning more about them. Payne elaborates:

They (the teachers) also identified many stumbling blocks the greatest of these being anxiety about using them. This
fear (anxiety) toward the microcomputer has been referred to
by some as "chipophobia'. There seems to be an unsettled
feeling about sitting in front of a screen touching keys and
hoping nothing breaks or that no one jumps out of the
screen. Some teachers actually believe it's too difficult and
complicated for them to learn about the microcomputer so why
bother. lf they are tenured teache_rs they may realize that
there will be few implications for their job situation or

salary

(p.2).

While computer anxiety might be the label given to

a lack of interest

or desire about using the computers, Yeaman (1992) rejects the idea
that people are afraid of breaking them. He argues that people
frequently use other highly technical equipment like
television

a

dishwasher,

or telephone, and that there is little hesitancy in

using
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these pieces of equipment (p.29). He believes that expressing a fear
about breaking the equipment is a front for hiding other feelings.
Expressing a fear of breaking computers courd be a mask to
hide ignorance. Although it is a way of saying "r do not want
to touch that,' fear may be neither the underlying motivation
nor the intended message. Another interpretation is more
plausible. A reversal of the statement courd be more varid.
lnstead of am afraid of breaking the computer' the
statement can mean "l do not want to be distressed." That
sentiment also expresses a complaint, "l don't want to be

'l

confused by having
(p. 24).

to learn

something notoriously frustrating'

It is often diff icult to identify the exact cause of anxiety
when

it

comes to computers. Burrows and Deibitsky (1984) believe

that the root may be in a persons' childhood. The computer appears
to make them feel powerless possibly much like they felt as a child
trying to cope in a world that they did not understand.

As professionals, and people who often feel that they need to
be in control, teachers often have diff iculty accepting the notion

that

it takes time to learn the necessary skills to interact with

computer technology. Burrows and Deibitsky (1984)

feel that

teachers do not like being "challenged by a box", and like it even less

when some of their students know more about computers than they

do (p.5).
The concepts of instant or immediate gratif ication
satisfaction play a role in computer conf idence. Burrows

and
and

Deibitsky (1984) illustrate:
They seem to want to know it all right away. This is no more
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possible than with any other tool .
somehow intelligent
adults either believe they wiil be able to use computers
proficiently in a very short amount of time, or they feel if they
can't, they they must be profoundly stupid (p. g - 4).

Akker, Keursten and plomp (1992) remind us that teachers
often lack the technical skills in using computers and software. The
lack of technical knowledge "often leads to uncertainty, especially
when the level of computer familiarization of the teacher is the
same as or even lower than that of the students. A consequence of

this phenomenon may be that educational computing will
restricted

to the limited level of expertise of the teacher" (p.

be

70).

Teachers who feel that they are lacking in technical skills may find
the challenges of classroom management and their personal role in

the classroom more difficult.
Teacher anxiety about the use of computers may be observed as

to change. Ellis (1984) outlines several reasons for
teachers and administrators being anxious about the computer
technology and implementation. There is a wariness about
educational innovation and apprehension to committing large
amounts of time and money to new goals, technology and
resistance

methodology. There is a dependence and security in continuing with
the 'tried and true'. Akker, Keursten and plomp (1992) support Ellis'

claims. They conclude that "the major barrier for computer use is
that it is unclear for teachers how the potential contribution of
computer use can outweigh the costs involved" (p. 71).
Computer anxiety may be an excellent current example of what

perhaps may be the most significant barrier

to

implementation of
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any educatíonal innovation, namely teacher resistance to
Ellis (1984) summarizes;

change.

Teachers want to know: nHow is this change going to affect
me? Will this change require me to change behaviors that
have proven effectiveness? Will I be replaced by the
computer?" Educational computing has the potential to
restructure the way we teach. some teachers and schools
will welcome the new innovation and adapt easily. others
will resist. However, if educators are to fulfill their
responsibilities, they will not only have to adapt to the
requirements of the information society, but also assist
all citizens in making the transition (p.204).

Yeaman (1992) places the learning and use of computers within

a social context. He believes that the problem is not a fear of
computers and for assistance

to change, but a lack of questioning
about the usefulness of computers (p.27). lt is important that we
ask what the cultural and social implications of computer usage
might be.
More important than promoting the use of computers in
education is understanding the constant social agenda for
"improving' education, the long term relationship between
teachers and machines, and the de-skilling and standardizing
threats of educational technology. Computerism teaches
people they are helpless. The myths of computer anxiety make
people ineffective and incapable by prescribing special lessons
to overcome alleged ineffectiveness and incapacity. Teaching
instructors and students they are computer anxious, helpless
and need remediation may be an act of oppression. lt may be
oppressive not only against instructors but against their
future students as well. Educators need awareness of this
social context (p. 28).
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Olson (1990) supports the idea of teachers and the larger
school system itself examining the role that they expect computers

to play. He reminds educators that one must come to terms with the
use of technology in the classroom.

...!t is valuable to reflect on practice in relation to

its

institutional setting and why teachers must become alert to
the ways in which the institutions of schooling can undermine
their own practice. Thinking critically about those conflicts
is a way to improve practice itself and build valid institutions
in which practice can improve. Reflecting on practice aids in
developing good schools through ethically justified innovation.
This is the link between research on teacher thinking and the
process of innovation that ought to be made (p. 78).

Theoretieal Framework
Much of the work already reviewed in this chapter implies or

suggests that

a

more relevant and socially interactive form of
activity is needed to promote computer integration in the schools.
Acco.rdingly, many authors' work could be reviewed when attempting
to outline the methodological framework for this study. The two
primary sources which will be referred to are the works

of Donald

Schon, as well as those of F. Michael Connelly and D. Jean Clandinin.

These sources will be reviewed for their perspective on how
practitioners view the events around them, and how they attempt to
make sense of the problems which arise during the course of their
personal and professional lives.
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Schon's

Ref

lective Practice

Donald Schon's concept

of reflection has its roots in

John

Dewey's book How We Think (1933). Dewey differentiates between

reflective thinking and other forms of thought by two
characteristics: 1) A state of doubt or hesitation in which thinking
originates in the practice situatíon, and 2) An act of inquiring to
find material that will resolve the doubt and do away with the
unsettledness of an

issue (p.

14).

ln the suspense of uncertainty, we metaphorically climb a
tree, we try to find some standpoint from which we may

survey additional facts and, getting a more commanding view
of the situation, decide how the facts stand related to one
another Thinking is not a case of spontaneous combustion;
it does not occur just on "general principles." There is
something that occasions or evades it (pp. 14 - 15).

Dewey cautions however, that any "conclusions" which are

arrived

at are not indeed, conclusive, and warrant further

examination by:

The active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief
or supposed form of knowledge in light of the grounds that
support it and the further conclusions to which it tends .
once begun, it includes a conscious and voluntary effort to
establish belief upon a firm basis of evidence and rationality
(p. e).

While information or questions about

a specific situation do

not necessarily supply the solution to the given problem,

these
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might give some suggestion as to which course of action should be
taken:

clearly, past experience is a fund of relevant knowledge at
one's command. lf the person has had some acquaintance with
similar situations, if he has dealt with material of the same
sort before, suggestions more of less apt and helpful will
arise. But unless there has been some analogous experience,
confusion remains mere confusion (Dewey, pp. 1S - 16).

A

person commonly relies on the information which has been
processed and understood about past experiences, and that
information becomes

the springboard for contemplating a

new

situation. lf a person has had no experience which is believed to be
somewhat comparable, sorting out the situation becomes more

difficult (Dewey, 1933).
Donald Schon, (1983) in his book The Reflective Practitioner:

How Professionals Think ln Action, draws heavily on Dewey, but
places the concept of reflective thinking into a broader professional
context. He believes that 'professionals have been loudly critical of

their own failure to solve society's problems, to keep from creating
new problems, and to meet reasonable standards of competence in
their service to clients" (p. 12). He brings to the foreground the
difficulty experienced by many professionals, and creates a
framework and

a

common language

in which dialogue about these

dilemmas can occur.

Schon argues for

a

particular view

of

professional practice

which he refers to as the model of Technical Rationalíty.
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According to the model of Technical Rationality - the view of
professional knowledge which has most powerfully shaped
both our thinking about the professions and the institutional
relations of research education and practice - professional
activity consists in instrumental problem solving made
rigorous by the application of scientific theory and technique.
Although all occupations are concerned, on this view, with the
instrumental adjustment of means to ends, only the
professions practice rigorously technical problem solving
based on specialized scientific knowledge (pp. 21 - 22\.

Schon says that professional knowledge

is generally

viewed

along these lines:

1) Underlying discipline or basic scientific component on
which practice rests.
2) 'Applied Science' or 'engineering' component from which
many of the day to day diagnostic procedures and problem
solutions are derived.
3) Skills and attitudinal component which uses underlying
basic and applied knowledge ( p. 24).

These strands seem to provide the framework from which problems

could be explored, yet such
approaching

a problem

a 'scientific' and structured way of

leaves little room for the reflections

of

a

practitioner. Herein according to Schon, lies the tension between
the 'theoretical' and 'real' worlds. From the point of view of
Technical Rationality:
Real knowledge lies in the theories and technology of basic and
applied science. Skills ín the use (italics added) of theory
and technology to solve concrete problems should come later
on, when the student has learned the relevant science first,
because he cannot learn skills of application until he has
learned applicable knowledge and secondly, because skills are
an ambiguous, secondary kind of knowledge (p. 27).
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Schon (1983) however, describes reality like this: "ln the real

world practice, problems do not present themselves

to

the

practitioner as givens. They must be constructed from materials of
problem situations, which are puzzling, troubling and uncertain' (p.

40).

The practitioner must struggle with and ponder the situation
with which they are dealing. As the problem is examined, some
practitioners construct and reconstruct their world in search of
better understandings. Another way of phrasing the same concept is
"problem setting is a process in which, interactively, we name the
things to which we could attend and frame the context in which we
attend to

them"

(p.40).

Schon argues against Technical Rationality and
practice in the professions on these grounds.

for

reflective

Technical Rationality depends on agreement about ends. when
ends are fixed and clear, then the decision to act can present
itself as an instrumental problem, but when ends are confused
and conflicting there is as yet not a "problem" to solve. A
conflict of ends cannot be resolved by the use of technology
derived from applied research. lt is rather through the nontechnical process of framing the problem situation that we
may organize and clarify both the ends to be achieved and the
problem means of achieving them" (p.41).

It is the blending of theory and practice which allows a
to

of real life situations. Schon (1993)
argues that a technical description of a practice cannot account for
the "craft" and "artistry" sometimes displayed in the work of
practitioners (pp. 48 - 49). There is an element of uniqueness
practitioner

make sense
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which some professionals possess and employ when dealing with
new situations and problems.

This uniqueness allows them to draw

on past experiences and make practical

applications

of

the

theoretical knowledge which they possess.

Knowing-ln-Action
Schon develops the concept of knowing

- in - action to refer to

the spontaneous, and intuitive awareness that practitioners bring to
their work. The notion of carrying out a sequence of actions
apparently without having to think about the sequence is of great
importance.

'

When we go about the spontaneous, intuitive performance of
the actions of everyday life, we show ourselves to be
knowledgeable in a special way. Often we cannot say what it
is that we know. When we try to describe it we find ourselves
at a loss, or we produce descriptions that are obviously
inappropriate. Our knowing is ordinarily tacit, implicit in our
patterns of action and in our feel for the stuff with which we
are dealing. lt seems right to say that our knowing is i[ our
action (p. 49).

MacKinnon (1989) summarizes

the importance that

Schon

places on "knowing' and supports Schon's argument against a kind of

"Technical Rationality':

.

for Schon, the existence and importance of 'knowing how'
is central to the matter of learning a practice. This is not to
say that 'learning by doing' without analysis is a substitute for
'learning by doing' with a theory. Rather, it is to say that
'learning by doing' mitigates some of the difficulties that
arise when a practitioner is unable to articulate and analyze
competent performance. Certainly, intuitive actions are
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subject to thoughtful consideration and further articulation
and understanding. The point is however, that the reverse is
not the case: intelligent performance does not follow
automatically from knowing a set of procedures or maxims
that govern it (P.100).

The meaning of a situation unfolds gradually to a practitioner,
usually in the context of working with, and then thinking about the
situation. Schon (1983) writes: "When a practitioner reflects in and
on his practice, the possible objectives of his ref lections are as
varied as the kinds of phenomena before him and the systems of
knowledge in practice which he brings to them" (p. 62).
Ref ram ing

According

to Schon, one's ability to carry out a

sequence of

actions may not depend on the description of the sequence- More
importance is placed on one's ability to recognize patterns in
uncertain and unique situations and then having the wisdom to frame
them wisely. ln doing this, one is drawing on a repertoire of past

experiences and ways

of

understanding those experiences, both of

which lead to an ability to reframe problems in the light of the
information received from the the actual situation. Schon refers to
.reflection - in and on - action," which is like a
these processes aS
reflective conversation that takes place between

an uncertain situation.

"Ref

lection

mechanism which permits practitioners

repertoire

a

practitioner and

- in and on -

is

the

to continue to develop a

rich

action

of strategies and ways of making sense of

experiences
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that, ultimately, accounts for their competence in dealing with the
'messy" problems of practice' (MacKinnon, 19gg, p. 101).

-

setting and problem - solving are the strands
involved in reflection - in and on - action. The central focus of
ref lection - in action is in tacitly, or unconsciously naming the
things that one wishes to attend to and f raming (settings the
bounds) to which one will attend to in the'messyn practice
situations. Reframing occurs when the practitioner reconstructs the
problem with a new perspective, giving new meaning to partícular
Problem

components

of the practice situation, or bringing to the forefront

other features which appear to be relevant. Reframing is

a new way

of seeing a phenomenon. This process is a complex one which
involves active construction and reconstruction of explanations of a

practice situation,
implications

as well as

considering and reconsidering

for f urther practice.

ln order to see what can be made to follow from this reframing
of the situation, each practitioner tries to accept the situation

to be framed. This he does through a web of moves. within the
larger web, individual moves yield phenomena to be
understood, problems to be solved, or opportunities to be
exploited (Schon, 1983 p. 131).

This deciphering continues its evolutionary process as

f

urther

thought is given to the problem.

ln reflective conversation, the practitioner's efforts to solve
the reframed problem yields new discoveries which cail for
new reflection - in - action. The process spirals through

stages of appreciation, action, and reappreciation. The unique
and uncertain situation comes to be understood through the
attempt to change it, and changed through the attempt to
understand

it

(Schon, 1983, p. 132)
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The concept of spiraling is integral to the naming and framing
process. lt is through the continual thinking, rethinking, and

a particular situation which drives
the practitioner to redesign and contemplate a variety of strategies.
ln Schon's (1983) words: "When a practitioner sees a new situatíon
as some element of his repertoire, he gets a new way of setting ¡t
and a new possibility for action in it, but the adequacy and utility of
evaluation of what is going on in

this new view must still be discovered in action" (p.

141).

It is

important to note that a practice context differs
considerably from a research context. ln a research context the
practitioner is free to contemplate whatever possibilities come to
mind with less consideration for the implications of outcome. ln
real world practice, all the information pertaining to the situation
needs to be considered, organized, reorganized, and then action taken

which is deemed appropriate for the situation. Schon (1983) states:

The inquirer's relation to this situation is transactional. He
shapes the situation, but in conversation with it, so that his
own models and appreciations are also shaped by this
situation. The phenomena that he seeks to understand are
partly of his own making, he is-rn the situatíon that he seeks
to understand (p.150).

The meaning - making often happens intuitively, and at a subconscious level. This involves making on the spot adjustments to
practice in action, which does not necessarily require verbal
dialogue at the time of intervention. Spontaneous action can be
inf luenced by what we have done in previous situations as we
contemplate what we are about to do in a new situation.
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The

raming which occurs allows us to make educated
decisions about an event, and use that information to plan further
ref

action. The danger it appears would be in the temptation to accept a
plan of action for a new situation too quickly, without caref ully
(including tacitly) examining

all the possibilities and variables.

Reflection-On-Action
Reflection

- on - action includes a conscious reconstruction

of

what has occurred during a practice situation. Schon appears to
believe that many practice situations do not completely eliminate

the possibility of thinking while one is engaged in a task
indicated by reflection

as

- in - action.

There are indeed times when it is dangerous to stop and think.
on the firing line, in the midst of traffic, even on the praying
field, there is a need for immediate, on-rine response, and the
failure to deliver it can have serious consequences. But not all
practice situations are of this sort. The action - present (the
period of time in which we remain in the "same situation")
varies greatly from case to case, and in many cases there is
time to think what we are doing. Consider, for example, a
physician's management of a patient's disease, a lawyer,s
preparation of a brief, a teacher's handling of a difficult
student (p. 278).

The concept of conscious restructuring provides the opportunity for
deliberate and focussed thinking and rethinking of a situation. Often

a practitioner has more time to do such thinking and may be said to
be in greater control than during reflection - in - action.
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When naming and framing

a problem, it is

that the way in which one views

important

to

realize

a particular situation may have to

be revised as more information is obtained. The practitioner should
not be afraid of this process, but rather view it as a opportunity for
learning.

There is the recognition that one's expertise is a way of
looking at something which was once constructed and may be
reconstructed, and there is both readiness and competence to
explore its meaning in the experience of the clíent. The
reflective practitioner tries to discover the limits of his
expertise through reflective conversation with the client
(p. 2e6).

a recognition of the fact that the spiral of learning
continues even after the situation draws to an immediate
There must be

conclusion. The naming and framing which occurs in one situation
will possibly be drawn on during a subsequent practice situation.

within the context

of research, it is

important that the
dialogue between "practitioner" and 'researcher" be an ongoing
process which is respected by both parties. Reflection

- in - action

to engage in. The isolation of
most classrooms is actually a deterrent to the process. Schon
(1983) believes that "in order to broaden and deepen their capacity
for reflection - in - action, professional practitioners must discover
and restructure the interpersonal theories of action which they
bring to their professional lives' (p. gsg). A focus on reflection as
a primary way of making sense of situations is necessary in order
for reflection-in action to become a common and immediate

is a difficult process for a

teacher

response. "The extent of our capacity for reciprocal reflection -

in
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action can be discovered only through an action science which seeks

to

make what some

of us do on rare occasions into a

pattern of practice" (p.

354).

dominant

Teachers and researchers alike must

support each other in the quest for increased understanding of what
occurs in the classroom.

Summary

Donald Schon highlights several components which are
fundamentally important in this study. Knowing - in - action gives
credence to the idea that there are times that a person 'just acts'
and does not spend a large amount of time ref lecting on the
immediate information and data which is available. After a
situation has occurred and

a

person has an opportunity

to reflect,

new ideas and conclusions may be drawn. The opportunity for
reflection - on - action provides the context in whích new learning
can occur. The possibility of expanding one's understanding about a
situation

is exciting, and provides f urther knowledge f rom which

ideas and information can be drawn from at

a later time. This type

of thinking leads to the naming, framing, and reframing of how

a

a particular situation based on the information and
available at the time. lt is through naming and framing,

person perceives
knowledge

which can result in a spiral of learning, that a person can expand his

or her comprehension of a particular situation, as well as a better
understanding of how the information fits into the wider scope of
theoretical knowledge.
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Narrative

lnq

u

iry

The final section of the Literature Review will focus on the
concept of Narrative lnquiry as described by D. Jean Clandinin and F.
Michael Connelly. The review of some of their writings will focus on
the concept of narrative inquiry, and several important facets which

are brought to the forefront as a result of the narrative context.
These include the importance of collaboration, narrative unity, the
differences between Donald Schon's work and that

Clandinin,

of

Connelly and

as well as the similarities and differences between

biographies, autobiographies, and narrative inquiry.

By its very nature, narrative is a comprex, invorved concept
with many dimensions. To begin with, the study of narrative is
primarily epistemological, but has deviated from epistemology by

on personal experience rather than upon reconstructed
formal logic. ln the study of teaching, narrative focuses primarily
on reconstructing classroom meaning in terms of narrative unities
(to be elaborated on later) in the lives of classroom participants
focusing

(connelly & clandinin, 1987, p.130). A person's experience, or story
is not examined in isolation of the events surrounding it, but rather

within the confines and breadth of a larger situation. Lifes'
narratives are the context for making meaning of school situations
(Connelly

& Clandinin, 1989, p.3). These narratives are imperative

for continued insight into teacher-learning

situations.
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lmportance
Central

of

of

Collaboration:

to the

development

of narrative inquiry is the concept

collaboration.

.

Collaborative research constitutes a relationship. In
everyday life, the idea of friendship implies a sharing, an
interpenetration of two or more persons' spheres of
experience. Mere contact is acquaintanceship, not friendship.
The same may be said for collaborative research which
requires a close relationship akin to friendship (Clandinin
& Connelly, 1988, p. 281).

Narrative inquiry cannot occur

if the parties

involved do not develop

a close and trusting relationship. The very nature of the narrative
requires that the teacher

-

researcher and the teacher

have a closeness which may be less common in

a

- practitioner

more conventíonal

study.

When viewed in the context of research, it is important that
the researcher listen first to the practitioner's story, that it
' is the practitioner who first tells his/her story. This does not
mean that the researcher is silenced in the process of
narrative inquiry. lt does mean that the practitioner, who has
long been silenced in the research relationship, is given the
time and space to tell her/his story so that it too gains the
authority and validity that the research story has long had
(Clandinin & Connelly, 1989, p. 6).

The intertwining of two peoples' stories allows both to have a voice.

t:
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Multiple Levels of Meaning
When attempting

to work through the many dimensions

of

narrative inquiry, one must be cognizant of the fact that there are
multiple levels

of meaning which one must be aware

of. A person

must have:

.

. an understanding of the process as one in which we are
continually trying to give an account of the multiple levels
(which are temporally continuous and socially interactive) at
which the inquiry proceeds. The central task is evident when
it is grasped that a person is both living their stories in an
ongoing experiential text and telling their stories in words as
they reflect upon life and explain themselves to others. For
the researcher, this is a portion on the complexity of the
narrative since a life is also a matter of growth toward an
imagined future and, therefore, involves retelling stories and
attempts at reliving stories. A person is, at once, then
engaged in living, telling, retelling, and reliving stories
(Clandinin & Connelly, 1989, p.7).
The many layers and dimensions of the narrative process are

a real

challenge to the researcher, as there is need to 'make sense' of the
information one has, and

to be able to communicate that

to both the participant and the reading

information

audience.

The researcher cannot merely stand back and remove himself
from the situation, but also becomes part of the process.
Seeing and describing story in the everyday actions of
teachers, students, administrators and others requires a
subtle twist of mind on behalf of the enquirer. lt is in the
tellings and retellings that entanglements become acute for it
is here that temporal and social/cultural horizons are set and
reset. When one engages in narrative inquiry the process
becomes even more complex for, as researchers we become
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part of the process. The two narratives of participant and
researcher become, in part, a shared narrative construction
and reconstruction through the inquiry (Clandinin &
Connelly, 1989, p. 7).

Connelly and Clandinin coin the phrase "narrative unity', which
according

to them, provides a

comprehensive description

of

what

narrative involves.
What we mean by (narrative) unity is the union in a particular
person in a particular place and time of all that the person has
been and undergone in the past and in the past of the tradition
which helped to shape the person. The notion of narrative
unity is not merely a description of a person's history but is a
meaning - giving account, an interpretation of one's history
and as such provides a way of understanding the experiential
knowledge of classroom participants. . . . The notion of
narrative unity allows us the possibility of imagining the
livíng out of a narrative as well as the revision of ongoing
narrative unitíes and the creation of new ones. lt is in this
way that we frame our understanding of how classroom
participants know, and come to know, their situations
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1987, p. 131).

The collaborative nature of the inquiry process demands that there

is a mutual dependence of the enquirer and the participant.

The

researcher must also become vulnerable rather than remaining aloof,

in order for the

to truly express the interplay of the
events, thoughts and emotions brought orth in the narrative
narrative

f

experience.

it is important to place the
inquiry in somewhat of a philosophical

Before proceeding any further,

concept of narrative
perspective. Connelly and Clandinin (1987) have attempted
provide some philosophical perspective particularly as

it

to

relates to
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the the work of Donald Schon, (1987) and his book The Reflective
Practitioner. lt is here that they contrast their concept of narrative
inquiry with Schon's concepts of reflection.

There are some similarities between the work of Schon and
Connelly and Clandinin. Schon's key term of reflection - in - action,
involving a particular set of assumptions, or a nframen, has some
commonality with some

of the terms which are used in

narrative

inquiry. Terms such as 'personal philosophy', 'narrative uníty', and
'rhythm', are common when discussing the narrative process. Both
'reflection - in - action' and 'narrative inquiry' focus on the analysis
of theory in terms of practice rather than practice in terms of
theory. As Connelly and clandinin (1987) state:' 'summaries',
'averages' and 'means' are not the ideational end. The specific event,
and the theoretical repertoire required to account for it, is the
intended end" (p.131).
While there are some commonalties between reflection - in
action and narrative inquiry, there are some definite differences as
well. Schon creates a definition of practical rationality in terms of
observed actions (p.

132). Narrative does the same thing, but does
it by accounting for the teaching and learning action in terms of the
participants' history, which may be shown to bear upon observed
classroom events (Connelly & clandinin, 1gBT, p.132). Schon does
not place the same emphasis on the historical journey of the
participant.
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Connelly and Clandinin (1987) outline the similarities and
differences between narrative inquiry and the writing of biographies
and autobiographies. Narrative inquiry does share some similarities
with biographies and autobiographies.
Narrative is concerned with specific, concrete events in a
person's life and is concerned to give an account of a person.
Furthermore, through the construction of personal
philosophies, images and narrative unities, narrative method
offers an interpretive reconstruction of parts of a person's
life. lt is a study which is historical, factual, causal in an
interpretive sense, and designed to reveal what is meaningful
in a person's history for purposes of understanding classroom
actions (p. 134).

on the surface it would be relatively simple to

make

comparison and determine that the two forms were the

a

blanket

same.

But,

these similarities do not make narrative method a biography.
"The study of narrative exhibits a sense of unity in a person's

history not seen in the biographical or autobiographical work*
(connelly & clandinin , 1987 p. 1os). Rather, biographies, and
autobiographies involve the confrontation

of events or circumstance
which refuse to agree with the personal knowledge given by the
person, from past events or circumstances. Narrative also focuses
on the person's past experiences but Connelly and Clandinin, (1995)
argue that "the reconstructions that occur in the act of research
lead to changes in practice. That is, research itself is an act of
school reform quite apart from any possible uses of the products of
research"

(p. 130). Narrative is concerned with the everyday,

mundane events which occur as part of school, even though some of
the events may appear to be problematic to the person. tn narrative
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the researcher and participant enter into a close collaborative
relationship

with each other, while in biographies and

autobiographies the researcher

is removed from the process.

The emphasis on personal knowledge illustrates one of the
primary differences between narrative and biography.
The primary focus in autobiography and biography . . . is on
method. For both cases, the purpose of the method is to reveal
something about individual persons. ln both cases, the
proximate ends are set in terms of long-term ends, social
reconstruction and evaluation of educational experience
respectively. But the burden of the writing is on method.
ln contrast, the emphasis in narrative, at least as defined in
the study of personal practical knowledge, is on how people
know classrooms. Method is subsidiary (Connelly & Clandinin,
1987, p.136).

The greatest and most important differences between narrative and
biography have to do with research purposes.
The methods of biography and autobiography, ate used
primarily for personal reflection. while narrative has this
quality because of its collaborative method, its ultimate
purpose is to develop an understanding of the teaching process
more generally and to develop a language of classrooms tied to
the emotional, moral and aesthetíc character of classroom
life. Reflection - in - action, while aiming at general
terminology, does so in a depersonalized way. Whereas the
claims of biography and narrative are personal in character,
those of reflection - in - action are cognitive (Connelly &
Clandinin 1987, p. 136).

It is the desire to help a

practitioner

perspective and the teaching process in

to

understand her/his

a more comprehensive

and

personal wãy, drawing on the thoughts, feelings, and questions of
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the teachers involved which sets narrative inquiry apart from other
forms of study. Such an understanding, and changes in understanding
which come about through narrative inquiry, is what is hypothesized
to lead to teacher growth and indeed to school reform.
Summary
Donald Schon as well as Connelly and Clandinin have a strong

basis to support their particular styles of study and research. While
Schon focuses on reflection

- on and in - action of classroom

events

quite directly, Connelly and Clandinin put greater emphasis on the
effect of cultural milieu in developing a practical perspective and
explaining the changes, (including new forms

of classroom action)

which result from the inquiry process. A search for such
perspectíve is often made in the broader perspective of one's life
history. lt is the indepth study of a number of personal experiences,
often embedded in "storiesn, which set narrative inquiry apart from
other forms of research. These personal studies take into account
the more mundane aspects of classroom life, as well as giving value
to the less tangible information cues like a teachers' thoughts,
reflections and emotions. Reconstruction
common

of teacher perspectíve

is

to both research orientations and is at the heart of teacher

change and school reform more generally.
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Chapter Three
Methodology

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss in general the
research methodology used in this study, and the f ramework in
which ¡t is used. The chapter includes two sections, the first one
focuses on the research perspective which frames the study. The
second section provides a listing and explanation of the
investigator's research activities

Conceptual Framework
The study is framed within the structure of narrative inquiry
which provides an appropriate context in which to examine a
person's experiences, thoughts, intentions, and ref lective activity.
F. Michael Connelly and D. Jean Clandinin (1988) define narrative
inquiry as "the study of how humans make meaning of experience by

endlessly telling and retelling stories about themselves that both
refigure the past and create purpose in the future" (p.24). This type

of storying becomes the vehicle by which issues come to light

and

can be further explored. The restorying, or restructuring provides an
individual with the opportunity to examine an issue from a new

perspective, thereby facilitating

the possibility of

alternative

interpretations being considered. These new interpretations,
meanings, may at least in part be called learning.

or

new
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by

The study combines the narrative inquiry perspective detailed
Connelly and Clandinin with the more focussed type of

reflectivity advocated and outlined by Donald Schon. The blending of

the two perspectives provides

a

rich framework within which the

guiding questíons of the study may be examined.

Thus while narrative inquiry provides

explore

a

a

framework in which to

person's past and present experiences, thoughts and

to new meanings, Schon's ideas on reflection and
"educating practitioners' provide an additional framework or focus
which helps to emphasize the need to examine reflective activity in
the context of a more conscious, more deliberate, and indeed more
limited active search for improved teaching practice. Grimmett and
Erickson (1988) summarize Schon's perspective on the concept of
reflection. They refer to the need for reflection - in - action as
well as reflection - on - action. Both types of reflection involve an
attempt to identify and give meaning to problem areas. Schon
(1983) states the following about examining a problem:
intentions leading

ln real world practice,

problems do not present themselves to
the practitioner as givens. They must be constructed from the
materials or problematic situations that are puzzling,
troubling and uncertain. . When we set the problem, we select
what we will treat as the 'things' of the situation, we set the
boundaries of our attention to it, and we impose upon it a
coherence which allows us to say what is wrong and in what
directions the situation needs to be changed. Problem setting
is a process in which, interactively, we name the things to
which we will attend and frame the context in which we will
attend to them (p.40) (Emphasis in original).
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Thus in the present study, the naming and framing allowed the
teacher

- researcher

and teacher

- practitioner to focus on problems

whiclr they themselves deemed relevant and which they saw as
manageable within the framework of their roles as practitioners.
The 'narrative' framework meanwhile, provided a way of broadening
the ref lective process beyond problems deliberately constructed
from practice to include more diverse, often less obvious experience
and subject these to reflective activity as well.

as it is to ref lection, is a necessary
component which occurs within narrative inquiry. Thus
collaboration assists with the construction of problems (in the
Collaboration, related

schonian sense) by helping participants to 'name' and "frame' such
problems, and to help construct and identify personal responses to

their situations. ln the context of narrative inquiry, the full range
of Schon's reflective activity occurs in a more natural way as
participants live their personal and professional lives and express

themselves and their lives through concrete instances and
experiences, often reported in anecdotal form. Both the researcher
and the participant entered into the process of constructing meaning
from / in this context. Since everyday experience including that
embodied

in rhythm and habit for
is an

example, may

be held up

to

important part

of the process because
another persons perspective may help bring out something which
scrutiny, collaboration

may have remained outside the realm of conscious reflections by the

other. once meaning is made by either party, it helps the other
to further reframe / restory as meaning - making, and thus
the learning continues. The collaborative nature of this type of
person
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research process is one in which all participants see themselves
as
participants in the community which has value for

both researcher

and practitioner, theory and practice. (clandinin & connelly, 1gg0)
This reflective process provided both the researcher and the
participant with 'voice' and validity to think about the
events that
occurred and were then reflected upon. connelly and clandinin
(1990) view this process as 'living the story,.
(Narrative inquiry) is an understanding of the process
as one
in which we are continuaily trying to give an account of the
multiple levels (which are tem[orally continuous and socially
interactive) at which the inquiry procäeds. The central task
is
evident when it is grasped that a person is both r¡uinô- their
stories in an ongoing experiential text and telling thä¡r stories
in words as they reflect upon life and explain theÉrselves to
others. For the research.er, this is a portion of the complexity
of narrative since a rife is arso a maite, of growth toward an
imagined future, and therefore, invotves retelling stories and
attempts at reliving stories. A person is, at once, then,
engaged in living, telling, retelling, and reliving siories (p. 6).

This approach to research moves away from the notion that practice
must follow the direction that is first established by theoretical
foundations, but rather begins in experience, and flows
out of a
reciprocal, dialectic relationship (wood lggo). The framework
is

also consistent with a view of professionar deveropment which
views practitioners as active agents in their own professional
development, albeit with the supportive help of others.

Together

the teacher - participant and the

teacher

researcher examined issues which arose when integrating
computers

into the regular classroom routine. Through

a

mutually reflective
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process set

in the context of the theoretical framework

described,

we learned more about our own teaching and personal understanding

of what dealing with

possible computer anxiety, computer
integration in the classroom, âs well as building effective support
mechanisms. As we collaboratively explored the dynamics of
classroom computer integration, we attempted to give meaning to

the combined experiences of the teacher - participant and

- researcher.
At the conclusion of this study, I

the

teacher

participant and

anticipate that the

l, in agreement with Connelly and Clandinin

(1990),

and consistent with the questions I have generated, will be able to:
return to present and future considerations and ask what
the meaning of the event is for them and how they might
create a new story of self which changes the meaning of the
event, its description, and its significance for the larger life
story the person may be trying to live (p.20).

This continuing spiral of rethinking and reflection are
components

necessary

in facilitating personal growth and possible change in

àctio n.

Research Procedures

An outline of the research activities employed is given to
provide an overview of the study. The overview will include
comments on the need for the study, selection of the participant,
school composition and computer facilities, timetabling, and the
teacher

- researcher's role in the school.
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Selection

of

Participant

The teacher selected for the study, who will be referred to as
Lee, (or L.S. at times in quotes and citations) is someone concerned

with the implication of and need for computer integration in the
classroom. She is interested in developing her own teaching skills.
Lee had a basic understanding of the hardware and software
involved, and was attempting to have her students participate in
activities which would provide them with a greater comfort level
with the computer, as well as be able to complete some of their
assignments using the computer. The participant's willingness to
discuss ideas, problems and solutions in regard to the use of
computers made her an excellent choice.

School Setting
The setting for this study is an elementary school with a
population of 450 - 5OO students. lt is located in a suburb of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The catchment area consists of a
diverse range of economic backgrounds, with the students also
coming from a variety of cultural and social backgrounds. Almost
one quarter of the school population is made up of English as a
Second Language (ESL) students. The grade taught by the teacher
participant (Lee) was Grade Four.

-
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School Facilities
The school in which the study took place had three classes of
each grade level with Grade Six being the exception with only two

classes. Each classroom at the grades four to six level has three
Macintosh computers in the classroom. Every grade has an 'lmage
Writer' printer somewhere in the area for immediate use. The school
also contains a Macintosh "Labn, which has sixteen Macintosh
computers, two lmage Writer printers, the Server, an overhead
projector and a data projection unit. The lab is organized into two
long rows of computer tables back to back with eight computers
down each side. Four computers are situated at the back of the lab,
each on individual tables. The Server and the printers are against
the same wall as the four free - standing computers. The data
projection unit, more commonly referred to as the 'Data Show' is
situated among the two rows of computers. The 'Data Show'
projects what is on the screen of the SE Macintosh computer onto an

Lab. A teacher can visually guide
of a þrogram, or demonstrate specific

overhead screen hanging in the
students through components

skills and the students in the lab can either watch, or follow along

with their computers, depending of the desire of the teacher. The
Lab also contains enough large tables and chairs for at least half of

a class to have comfortable work space if not working on the
computers.

The school involved is known in the Division for its creative
teachers and their involvement

in a wide range of activities which

provide the students with many experiences not found

in

every
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school. The staff struggles yearly with trying to prioritize the
nature and extent of commitments for the student body, while trying

to be fair to the staff

members themselves

in regard of

workload

and time away from 'regular' curriculum instruction.

Timetable
Each classroom teacher in Grades Four through Six had the
opportunity

to book four thirty-five

minute slots

in the

Macintosh

Lab per six day cycle. The teacher had the choice of whether or not

these would be individual slots, or back to back resulting in a
seventy minute block. There was an understanding among the
teachers using the lab that there were a few unscheduled slots that

could be booked as the need arose. As well, there was flexibility
which allowed for someone who was working on a special project to

ask someone for permission to use their regularly scheduled slots
for a cycle or two. Lee had chosen one set of back to back slots, and
two individual slots scheduled in a six - day cycle. She chose this
conf iguration of slots because she believed that it was more
effective and versatile to be able to take her entire class into the
Lab for an extended period of time. This provided better opportunity

for teaching time as well as working time for all her students while
in the lab. The two individual slots were Day 5, from 10:30 am to
1'1

:10 am, and Day 2 from 3:10 pm until 3:45 pm.
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ln School

The researcher was

a

member

of a

Divisional leadership

committee (Knowledge Builder lnstructional Training Team, KBITT)

which was exploring how best to support classroom teachers in
their attempt to use the Knowledge Builder program and the

in the classroom. Each of the committee
was trying to assist teachers in their particular building

Macintosh computers
members

to

increase the skills which they possessed with the Knowledge

Builder program and the Macintosh computers. The committee was

in its second year of existence, but was disbanded before the end of
the 1992 - 1993 school year because the Division chose to pursue

a

different focus with the computers.

The school that the researcher taught in supported the use of

the Knowledge Builder program by providing the teacher
with two preparation classes per cycle available

- researcher
to go into

classrooms and/or help teachers learn more about the computers and

how they could be integrated into the regular classroom. Prior to

the study beginning the teacher

- researcher and Lee discussed the

of the researcher spending a regularly scheduled time in
the Lab with Lee and her Grade Four class. Through the process of
comparing and juggling timetables, it was agreed that the
possibility

researcher would come into the Lab with Lee's class every Day Two

from 3:10 pm.until 3:45

pm. lt was the only time which would work

when comparing the two teachers' timetables with the regular

Lab

timetable. Discussion about the limitations imposed by the time
day chosen will be discussed at further length later in the study

of
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Design and Procedure
The following is an outline of the design and procedures of the study

as it

progressed.

Overview

of

Design

lnitial

8.

Discussion
Beginning the study; Determination of initial conception
of teaching and of the role of the computer in the
classroom.
lnservice sessions
Pre I Post Conferences
Classroom participation / Observations
Data collection / Collation
Data analysis / Feedback
Themes identified / lnterpretations

9.

Limitatio ns

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

lnitial

Discussion

Following the clearance

of the Ethics Committee of the

the researcher and Lee held an initial
discussion about the study. The discussion included some initial
questions by the researcher, as well as an opportunity for both
University

of

Manitoba,

people to discuss the study and discuss any questions which needed

answering. The meeting, which took place in a local restaurant,
became so lengthy that a second meeting was held at school over the
lunch hour the following week. The researcher took notes during the
discussion which were later transcribed and given

to

review.

to the participant
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The initial meetings provided the opportunity to gain more
information about the participant and outline the requirements of
the study. Since the teacher - researcher was already working with
Lee and her class on a regular basis, it was decided that the already

established pattern would continue. As previously mentioned, the
researcher was in the Macintosh Lab with Lee's class one sixty
minute slot per six day

cycle. The role that the

researcher played

during that class varied, depending on the objectives Lee wanted to
meet.

The initial discussions provided the opportunity to glean some
of Lee's thoughts and feelings about the computers since they were

first introduced into the school. lt became clear that Lee had shown
an interest in computers long before the Macintosh computers were
introduced into the

school. This information will be elaborated

on

further in Chapter Four.

Beginning the Study

since the researcher was continuing with an

arready

established routine when participating with Lee's class, there was
no need to have a familiarization period for the class to become used

to the researcher being in the Lab setting with them. The study was
formally begun at the end of January 1ggg, after the initial
discussions had taken place, and when

the participant

felt

comfortable with beginning. The researcher and Lee discussed what

Lee thought and felt when trying to incorporate the use of computers
into regular work.
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Lee expressed an interest in learning more about particular
components of the software program, and how they could be used by
students. These interests became the focus for lessons during
subsequent computer classes with her students,

or inservice times

with staff members.

lnservice Sessions
The teacher
inservice sessions

-

researcher had been holding noon

-

for interested staff in her school for the

hour

past

year. The purpose of these sessions was to provide the staff with an
"in house' inservice opportunity where they could learn more about
the hardware and software without having to leave the school.
while the concept has merit on paper, there were numerous
difficulties which were experienced while trying

to accomplish

this.

at lunch hour, there were continuat
conflicts with other committee meetings being held in the school.
As previously mentioned, this particular school is very involved in
Since the sessions were held

providing unique opportunities for sti.ldents, which are proceeded by
numerous planning meetings. Also, the unique makeup of the student

body population in terms of its ESL population, diverse cultural mix,
and the demand for special needs programming took up many
teachers' time over the lunch hour on a regular basis.

As the school year progressed and the pressure of
classroom and extension activities grew,

it

the

became increasingly

clear that the computer inservice sessions were not a top priority
for the staff who had initially indicated interest in participating.
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As a result, many in the group (which potentially numbered around
10) asked for the session schedule to be changed in order to
accommodate something else, and when the new date was nearing,

the meeting often had to be rescheduled again. since teacher
participation in these sessions was strictly voluntary, the teacher
researcher did not feel right about placing pressure on teachers to

attend, nor was there any tangible way of having some sort of
accountability to the group.

Most teachers attended the sessions because they felt
uncomfortable with using the computers with their students. While
they realized that they needed assistance in becoming more
comfortable with the computers and software,

it was also very easy

to go back into the classroom and ignore the existence of

the

machines because computers are not part of the formal curriculum.

while there was a desire to rearn on the part of the teachers
involved, it was often diff icult for them to push past their
discomfort with

the computers to try using them with their

students. unfortunately, there was not enough available support
time to develop indívidual plans of action with each teacher, and
also be available to support the the teachers in the classes.
For a variety of reasons, including school events, other lunch
hour meetings, âs well as the political climate in the school the

noon hour inservice sessions were terminated at the beginning of
March. Later meeting dates were proposed, but none of the sessíons
ever occurred.
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Pre/Post Conferences
The original design of the project upon which this study is
based was to include a pre and post conference in conjunction with
each computer class. The researcher checked with Lee prior to each
computer class to determine what she would like accomplished
during that time. The researcher's role included providing formal
instruction to the entire class, supporting Lee as she taught a
formal component to her students, âs well as working with
individual students as they were completing

a task which had been

assigned previously. There were times when the students were
completing something which they had begun in a previous computer
class, or something which had given to them while in the classroom
sometime during the cycle
Lee's objectives during the classes which were taught by the
teacher - researcher were primarily to learn how a particular
feature of the software program worked, or to observe a format and

on how to teach a particular segment of the program.
There was a relaxed atmosphere between the teacher - researcher
and the teacher - participant which allowed either person to
interject during the lesson if they had something to add. This
strategy

allowed for the interchange

of ideas and experiences which were

of

benefit to both the teachers involved as well as the students in the
classroom.

It was more difficult to hold a post - conference on a regular
basis. lt was not uncommon for one teacher or the other to have a
commitment immediately following schoor, making

it

diff icult to
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debrief about the class immediately. More informal discussions
were often held in passing during the subsequent days and notes kept
based on those discussions. These informal discussions and
conversations frequently continued over

a period of time as one or

the other reflected on what had happened and what was being
discussed.

Classroom Participation
As previously mentioned, the researcher worked with the Lee's
class on a regular basis. ln addition to being in the Lab with the

class once a cycle, the researcher would often drop into the
classroom to chat with the teacher. Outdoor and door supervision
done by the researcher was in the same cloakroom and playground
area as the class taught by the teacher participant.

Data Collection
The data collected was primarily in the form of journal entries

and notes taken by the researcher. The journal entries

were

handwritten and reflected thoughts and questions which occurred as

a result of working on the computers with
made some journal

going

basis.

Lee's

class. Lee also

entries. lnterviews were also held on an

During the interviews, the teacher

record the comments made by the teacher

-

-

on

researcher would

participant and then

transcribe the notes to a hard copy as soon as possible.
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The conceptuar framework used had imprications for
the
collection of the data. ln order for data to be collected
for each
questions

a

number

of steps had to be emproyed. For the first

question "What concerns or issues arise when
a teacher plans for and

attempts

to implement computer technology into the classroom?,

The teacher

-

researcher had

to collect stories about

experiences

which Lee had with computers. Once the stories were
collected, the
"concerns and issues were summarized with
the help of a "meaning
giving" account (technically called a narrative
unity be Connelly and

clandinin). The meaning - making accounts for the past
and present
experiences as well as images for the future.
The second question "How do inservice strategies or
supports

influence the classroom teacher in her exploration
and
experimentation wíth different possibirities of computer
integration?" required looking for interpretive connections
between
inservice strategies and supports in the course of Lee,s
exproration

and experimentation with computers to determine what has
influenced her. The interpretive connections were checked
wíth Lee
in either oral or written form. My intent was arso to rook for
present influences and imagined future supports
which courd be of
assistance.

The third question, "what reconstructions of meaning
do the
teacher - participant and the teacher - researcher make

in the

of their collaborative inquiry into the use of computers?,
required the teacher - researcher to look for meaning
and patterns
of meaning - making based of the experiences and insights given
context

by
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of the teacher

collaboration

participant and the teacher

researcher.

Data Analysis

/

Feedback

once the study was formally completed, the

teacher

researcher reviewed all the notes kept by herself and the teacher -

participant. An initial draft of "Chapter Four" was written and given
to the teacher - participant to respond to. The draft was then
discussed and changes made. During this time also, questions would

arise in the mind of the teacher - researcher and these questions
would be discussed with the teacher - participant as well. This
cycle of writing, reading, discussing, elaborating and revision was
repeated many times. Each time the teacher - participant elaborated
or clarified something in the draft, it was rewritten and then
returned

to the teacher

-

participant for approval. The teacher

researcher would also record her interpretation of what she believed

was occurring, and this also was given back to the teacher
participant

for

approval.

There were times when the data analysis wourd foilow a
complete cycle, and then other times would be 'short círcuited' by
something like

an informal conversation in the hall, or a question
asked over a cup of coffee. Any insights gained at this time would
be added to the draft immediately, rather than waiting for a
previous draft to be read and discussed. This format was successful

in obtaining

additional insight f rom the teacher

-

participant,
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because she was willing
caref ully

to take the time to go through the

and add elaborate on what she believed was important.

draft
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Chapter Four
Data rnterpretation and Anarysis: The
case study
chapter Four provides the data collected
during the time of the
study, incruding the meaning that was
made of the data originary
coilected. Additionar data, incruding meaning,
was added by both the
teacher - participant (Lee) and the teacher
- researcher (r) during
the writing and revision stages to obtain greater
ctarity, elaboration
and additionar construction of new meaning.

The data cortected
a variety of forms incruding fierd notes, journar
entries,
excerpts of conversations, as well as
additional written comments
by the teacher - participant and the teacher
came in

researcher.

chapter Four is organized into numerous
segments refrecting
the background and key experiences which
surround a particurar

problem or concern as conceptualízed
by the Lee and

r.

Each segment

has a title providing an indication of the
theme of the data included

in that section.
There was continuar díarogue between
Lee and myserf
Discussions woutd be herd and additionar
written comments made,

.

including elaboration and interpretation

of events each time another
draft was written. This cycle of revision
also evolved into a
pattern. The first number of times Lee
reviewed the drafts, the
comments and questions I asked were
for additionat information,
clarification and meaning. Lee was
arso free to ask questions and

probe for further crarification from
me. As time went on, the focus
of the revisions moved from clarification and
additions to editing
some specific words used in some
of the quotations. The teacher -
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part¡cipant

did ed¡t some of her quotes for greater clarity,

grammatical structure and flow, but d¡d not alter
the intent of what
was said.

To facilitate the reading of this chapter, each step of the
revision process is not expliciily outlined in each segment.
lt needs
to be understood that the revision cycle occurred throughout the
writing of this chapter, although not always in the same sequential
format. The ínterpretation of the data found in this chapter is a

, and weaving together, of my reflective activity

combination

of

together with

Lee's. Typically, there is an underrying story followed

by an

interpretation.

As was outlined in the problem statement for this thesis,
three guiding strands were identified at the outset of this study.
These strands are:

1.

What concerns or issues arise when a teacher plans for and
tries to implement computer technology into the classroom?

2.

How do inservice strategies or supports influence the
classroom teacher in her exploration and experimentation with
different possibílities of computer integration?

3. What reconstructions

of meaning do the teacher

participant and the teacher

- researcher

-

make in the context of

their collaborative inquiry into the use of computers?
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These three strands, as well as some other questions which arose as

a result of the study will be discussed in the following. A brief
historical account of Lee's experience in the area of computer
l.^ :

- r ^ -: - -

r

education will be given first.

Lee's Background Computer Experience
During the initial interview, Lee gave

a brief summary of

her

involvement with computers since their introduction into the school
in 1983. Her own words provide a good base for understanding her

particular situation. she began by describing the first computers
which were placed into the school:
The very first computers that were put into the school were
Radio shack. I didn't know anything about computers. I took a
course at the University of Winnipeg. A computer consultant
from one of the Divisions taught a five to six week course
through continuing Education at one of the locar schools. lt
was difficult because it was mainly programming. I remember
that I needed to know more about computers, I found it
confusing. one teacher in the school gave tidbits of herp,
which I felt were useless. lt was the type of program where
every dot, dash and space meant something. certain lines
meant certain things. When he tried to help me, I didn't
understand.
Then we got the Apples. That was easier. The disk was
preprogrammed, so that all the students did was put the
answers in. one of the teachers gave us some help. we were
given no formal training. lf something went wrong, r didn't
know what to do. There was always the chance that the disc
would show a system error. or, if the disc drive didn't accept
the disc, what do you do then? That type of thing still
happens. lf there is an error on one side of the disc, you have
to flip it to the other side. You have to know to check the
program and see if it has been copied on both sides.
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sometimes things weren't connected correctry at the back.
The connections between the computer, disc drive, and monitor
sometimes came loose. There were times when the cords were
not plugged in where they should have been which meant
checking underneath all the tables, to see what was plugged
where or whether or not the power bars were on.
(January, 1993)
According to the forgoing excerpt, Lee's initial problems were:

a)

learning 'programming' which was not really usefur in the
classroom; b) introduction of Apple computers without formal
training; and

c)

technical problems such as 'system errors' and

electrical connections. Lee indicated that she had no prior
knowledge or training when she began trying to use the computers at
the time they were introduced. lt was her own initiative and
interest which got her to get more information about how to work
with and what to do with computers. The first computers introduced

into the school were Radio Shack computers which required the
person working on it to be fairly adept at computer programming.
No training was provided for teachers at this time and unless
someone had a computer science background, or spent a lot of time
learning the programming commands on their own time, the
computers were

of little use. As Lee stated, it was a

endeavor even after taking

confusing

a 5 - 6 week computer course through

the

Continuing Education Department of the universíty of winnipeg.

Lee also reflected on her feelings about taking her students to
the computer lab in past years. When asked if she took her students
to the lab because she wanted to or because she felt she had to Lee
responded:
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Most of the time I looked fon¡rard to going, but if there was a
problem, what do you do? Later I wanted the kids to type work
and print it. I would ask them to type something simple like a
poem or story from Creative Writing. lt would take what
seemed like forever because the students couldn't find the
keys. I was the only one doing a typing program with Grade
Three's called "Type To Learn". We would work though the
program systematically. The class liked going to the lab. They
liked the fact that they were using the computers. They
thought that was neat. They could see that they were
accomplishing something. They could see their story in print.
They were proud of their work and wanted to show it off. They
wanted to display the work, and then take it home. That hasn't
changed, the students still like that. We only went into the
lab one period per cycle, so things really stretched out, that
was not as good as now (in Grade Four). Now they go to the
(Macintosh) lab two to three periods a cycle, and use the
computers in the classroom on their own time. The first year
we had the Macintosh cornputers the kids were in there one
period per cycle which was useless. lt took a long time to
accomplish anything. Even to learn one concept took forever.
There were always the difficultíes of typing skills
versus the hunt and peck method of finding the correct keys, as
well as what to do when the program didn't want to save the
work that had been done. There were too many interruptions.
Not much was accomplished. We used Typing Tutor lV on the
Macs, which was better than the typing software for the
Apples. The kids wrote stories and printed them. At that time
I didn't use Knowledge Builder (See Appendix A), I used

(January, 1993)

Microsoft.

Lee seemed to indicate

a positive attitude

about taking her students

to the computer laboratory. Her students also liked going to the lab

to use the computers because they readily saw their learning
outcomes. The students were proud to display their work. However,

Lee felt that

it

took

a

long time for the students'

to learn a

concept,and their typing skills delayed their learning as well.
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Lee agreed that as technology advanced, the work of the
teacher became a little easier. W¡th the introduction of the Apple
computers, teachers and students were able

to use preprogrammed

discs. The teacher was still responsible for showing the students
how to start the machine, load the program, troubleshoot for any
malfunctioning disc

or machine, and shut the machine down

again.

Lee commented that she received no formal training on how to use
the Apple computers, and if there was a problem like a disc error,
she didn't know what to

do.

This type of situation was complicated

by the necessity not only to problem solve, but to

maintain

classroom discipline.

lntroduction

of

Macintosh Computers

Lee's experience was such that the introduction of the
Macintosh computers and the Knowledge Builder program was not
accompanied by an adequate support base. Lee outlined the initial
training and assistance which she received as she was thinking
about attempting to introduce Macintosh computers and the
Knowledge Builder (K.B.hereafter) program into her classroom.

I had two or maybe three half days of training. I went to the
workshops when I taught Grade 4. They were held about three
quarters of the way through the year. The first class was held
at lnfotech, and the Divisional computer consultant taught the

classes. He would go so quickly, and then the computer would
crash. A 'bomb' would appear on the screen and the program
was locked. I would have to restart the Knowledge Builder
program, which was like starting from the very beginning
again. I would try to get caught up to the rest of the group, and
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then forget how to get to a partícular point in the program. lt
was very frustrating. Another session was given but it was on
the Writing Process. How did this (Writing Process) fit in
with anything? I would have been more comfortable with a
session on the mechanics of the computer and then move into
the Writing Process. I still can't figure it (the Writing
Process) out. The students can do the writing Process in their
notebooks, and conference without the computer. I didn't
understand how the mechanics of the machine and the use of
the K.B. all related to the Writing Process.
One session was held at the Board Office. lt was mostly
mechanical, and we were given a 'tour' of the K.B. program. The
training was twofold. One aspect was how to use the
Macintosh computer, while the second component was to learn
the Knowledge Builder program which had been created
specifically for the Macintosh. At this point there were still
many problems with the Knowledge Builder program.
At the Board Office several people did presentations
about different components on the Knowledge Builder program.
one of them (Board office personnel) had a contest going with
the principals. There was a draw and the school that won got
one of the Board Office personnel to teach in one of the
classrooms in their school. lt was good that someone from the
Board office spent some time in the classroom, because that
resulted in some necessary changes.
How long have I been doing this now? Three to four
years. After training I still felt incompetent. lt was not a
good experience. The computers kept crashing. The screen
would go blank and the software program wouldn't work. I felt
so frustrated. There were just too many glitches. When I
think of the writing process sessions, I wonder where a person
would find the time during the day to do all of that?
The problem remains that there appears to be very littre
contact with the classroom, so there are still many glitches
and crashes. While it is not so bad with the Grade Four
students because they wouldn't type in large amounts of
material. The real trouble comes with older students doing
projects.
(January, 1993)

Lee suggests that the initial inservice training that she received
was not very helpful because the pace was so fast, and there were
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always technical difficulties with the Knowledge Builder. She
would have preferred to learn the mechanics of the computer first,
and then focus on the writing process. She found it difficult to make

all the connections between the mechanics of the computer,

the

Knowledge Builder program, and the writing process.

When one thinks about the potential for experiencing difficulty

while teaching a computer class in the lab, the possibilities are
enormous. Sixteen computers (there were also two different types
of Macintosh computers in the lab), multiplied by sixteen copies of
the program (the version of which changed on a regular basis),
multiplied by the number of students in a class, (which in the case
of Lee's class was twenty - two or twenty - three), creates
tremendous potential

for

diff

iculties

in

learning

to occur.

number can be somewhat unsettling, with the possibility

each stage
experience

The

of error at

of the progression. For example, a person could
difficulty as a result of the computer itself, the

program, the students, or any combination of the

three. The students
are just learning to use both the hardware and the software, so a
teacher must accept the fact that they will experience some
difficulty. The challenge is to effectively eliminate as many of the
potential difficulties as possible before the students begin to use
the computers.
While students are often wílling

to

experiment and explore,

they come to rely on some basic guidelines and procedures when
feeling the pressure of completing and assignment within a given
time frame. when these guidelines change, as many did when a new

version

of the

software program was installed, there were

no
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to highlight changes, additions
to the program or how it functioned. The command to

references provided by the Division

or deletions

"scroll" to the next page on a document might work on one version,

but not on the next. Lee agreed that this cycle of 'forced relearning'
was frustrating for both the teacher and the students.

Two - Year Rotation
Lee experiences the additional difficulty of not being able to
work with the computers every year. She is on a two - year teaching
rotation between Grades Three and Four, and has access to the

in Grade Four. Divisional guidelines make it
difficult for Lee to obtain any access to the Macintosh lab for her
Macintosh computers

Grade Three students. She expressed her feelings about having to
relearn the program as well as some the mechanics every other year:

Now it's the same thing. Last year the students worked on the
Apples and the new version of Type To Learn, because we got
the version updated. They learned the home row keys, but I
didn't want to do that all the time, so they worked on the other

software programs.

This year (in Grade Four) I teach my own "computer'
classes in the Mac lab, but I was uncomfortable at the
beginning. They (the students) started with ryping Tutor rV,
which is better than the other one (on the Apples); it ís easier.
(January, 1993)

Lee's initial comments outlined her own experience and
feelings about the 'Knowledge Builder' support which she received
from the Division during the last school year (1ggg). The Division
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had just recently provided each teacher with

a manual

outlining the

commands and components of the Knowledge Builder program.

when I got the K. B. manual I started going through it, r thought
that this should be easy enough. I still had to ask for herp.
Then I began to get different stories, and fouhd out that things
were being taught differently in the other Gr. 4 classes. Now
having gone through a bit more of the program I am more
comfortable. Next year I'm back to the same thing of not being
able to use the Mac computers. I wish I could do something at
the end of the year in terms of inservicing on the Macs, which
would deal with both the mechanics of the computer and the
K.8., to get back into using the Macintosh computers. The
Division did offer inservices on the Writing Process last year.
However, it was cancelled. There still isn't anything being

offered.

(April,

199A)

ln one of our discussions about the many challenges which she
faced every year that she used the Macintosh computers, Lee
brought

to light what she perceived may be a possible assumption

being made by the School Division. Lee raised the question (in regard

to K.B. update training) "ls the Division making the assumption

that

everyone, even new teachers are trained (on Knowledge Builder), and

that present teachers 'know everything'? (August, 1gg3)

The additional diff iculty of having to reintroduce herself to
the program every other year makes using the computers an
additional challenge for

Lee. She summarizes:

There has always been a different version every time I come
back to use the program. lt is like starting over again.
without help I would have had more trouble, because there is
no inservice training. I guess the Division thought that if a
person read the binder they would be o.K. well, I read the
binder and still didn't understand things, and had to ask
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somebody. A person's comfort level with others is important.

There are some people I would never ask. I'd
couple of others if worst came to worst.

ask you or a

When asked for further clarification about

'a person's comfort
level' Lee emphasized that "some people are better at explaining
things, and individuals have different knowledge levels to begin
with" ( L.S., August 1993). Thus an individual has to find someone
with whom they are comfortable asking questions, and the same

to have the knowledge, or know where to obtain
the information necessary to assist the other person. When asked
for a further explanation Lee elaborated:
person would have

some people are very knowledgeable. However, they speak in
technical jargon. The jargon complicates the explanation and
makes it difficult to understand. people who are
knowledgeable, yet are able to simplify the expranation by
using easy terms, are more beneficial to the person asking the
questions. The comfort level is higher with the latter.
(October, 1993)
Many of the "glitches" in the software program have been dealt

with, leaving a person with

a

more stable version than was
previously available. Teachers now (october, 1gg3) have a copy of a
binder outlining the program, with its capabilities and commands to
refer to when working with the software program. While this is a
definite asset, and

a

potential reference tool,

it has not been the

solution to many of the questions asked by Lee on a day to day basis.

Lee commented on her perspective of whether or not having the
K.B. binder in her possession and having received the outlined
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instruction from the Division was an adequate base for starting to

use the program initially.

I don't think so. There still needs to be someone to
troubleshoot. Someone who knows more that you do. How are
you going to learn more? You get to a certain point and then
get stuck. The binders do not always answer the question! My
brother just bought a computer and got a handbook called 'DOS
For Dummies". lt has everything in it. lt has an lndex, Table of
Contents etc. Our Knowledge Builder binders don't have that.
There are also different types of people. Some people
can take the manual and work through it step by step. A friend
of mine took the Hypercard manual and worked through it. His
wife and I would tend to take a course to learn the program,
rather than read a manual from cover to cover. I like the more
"hands on" approach. Our Division has taken the "Here's the
manual, go for it" approach. I find it more beneficial to take a
course and refer to the manual, but that is personal preference.

(July,

1993)

a variety in teacher learning styles which
may not have been adequately accounted for when planning for
teacher training in using the computers and the software package.
There appear to be

while there are some people who can learn in a more isolated
environment, Lee as well as others feel that they learn better in a
more supportive environment. Hence, apparent differences in
learning styles should be considered when considering how best to
facilitate the learning needs of teachers.

Classroom lssues and Concerns
The following section will identify and elaborate on the issues
which Lee felt created the greatest amount of concern for her when
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incorporating Macintosh computers into the classroom. The issues

that were identified were:

a)

Students' Difficulty With Keyboarding,

b) The lnfluence of Classroom Composition on Computer Learning,
c) Time Constraints and Lesson Planning lncorporating the
Computers, d) Mechanical Concerns, Hardware and Software.
Students'Difficulty W¡th Keyboarding
Lee had made the decision that teachings her students some
basic keyboarding skills was important so that they would be more
adept at the actual typing of assignments. (January 1993) During

the initial interview, Lee commented that ul insist that my students
practice with home row keys. One student kept asking 'Where's the
D?" etc. That drove me crazy!'(January, 1993) She had gone to the
effort of ordering a typing program which her students could use in
Grade Three on the Apple machines. As was previously mentioned,

the Macintosh computers are only accessible for Grades Four to Six

students. The Apple program was satisfactory, but was only used
for part of the year before some of the discs showed 'error'
messages and didn't work. Since the discs had been ordered from the
United States, they had to be returned to the publishing company, and

the school had to wait for replacement discs. Only the discs
showing error messages were sent. After several months, new discs
arrived at the school. When the discs were checked, ¡t was
discovered that the new discs were a different version than the ones

which had been returned. Lee now had to outline the instructions for

two separate versions to the students every time the class

was
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working on the typing program. The Apple lab had no 'Data Show', or

any means of projecting at least one version of the program onto a
larger screen so that students could see one version, and have the

differences

in the other program explained in

relation

to

the

projected program. The new discs had also taken several months to

arrive at the school, making a continuous program impossible.

When Lee took her class to Grade Four, she was looking
forward to using the 'Typing Tutor lV' program on the Macs, a
program the students were familiar with f rom their Grade 3
experience. The 'Type To Learn' program designed to be used with
the Apples, was discontinued, and the class began to use the 'Typing

Tutor lV' program. The program was on a separate disc which was

then inserted into the Macintosh computer every time someone
wanted to use ¡t. This is where the students ran into difficulty.
There was a problem with the keyboarding programs. The
'Typing Tutor lV' program didn't work anymore. The problem
with that was that some computers were on System 7, and
some were on System 6, which made the software
incompatible. lf a disk had been formatted with a System 7
machine, it would not work in a System 6 machine, with the
reverse also being true. lt was impossible to continually sort
the disks out and remembering which disk had been used on

which machine.
I had the idea that the first few minutes of each
computer class could be spent using this program. I think that
the class would have benefited from the keyboarding. As for
as typing things, out, some couldn't type at all and some were
quite proficient. The ones who could type got a lot done and
were good at following directions. (L.S. July, 1993)
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The issue of a keyboarding program was discussed again as we
sat together discussing how Lee felt about what had been written

thus far in Chapter Four. (September l ggg) Lee agreed with what
was written, and then talked about the continued developments in
trying to get an appropriate software program for classroom use. A
month of the new school year had passed when Lee provided the

following information.
A new typing program called 'All rhe Right Type' was ordered
last spring. when the order arrived in June it was discovered

that the wrong size of disk had been ordered, so they were
returned, and a new order placed. The new disks arrived in
early September, but no one has seen them yet. The disks are
sitting in a cupboard Apparently copying the disks to be used
on the Apple computers is an issue. Two sets of the same
program have been ordered, one for the Apples, and one set for
the Macintosh. There is also a problem with the Macintosh
computers. There is not enough memory to place the entire
program onto a regular double density disk. The program needs
to be placed onto a high density disk. However, high density
disks do not work with the machines that are still on system
6. The typing program was going to be placed onto its own disc
rather than onto the network to lessen the time needed for
students to access the program. lf the typing program were to
be put onto the network, then each student would have to log
on every time they wanted to use the program,taking up
valuable time.No one is available or has the time to do all the
copying of disks. I think it should be organized so that one
person takes the suggestions, places the order, receives the
order, and then follows up anything that needs to be done, such
as copying the disks. Right now there are too many people, and
no assigned ownership or responsibility to the duties.
(L.S. September, 1993)

The continual difficulty with trying to implement

a

keyboarding

program took alot of time and energy. The best intentions and well
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laid plans were short circuited by a combination of incompatibility
of the software and the hardware, and lack of ownership among the
staff for the ordering of programs. Even when attempts are made to
correct and better a situation, things become bogged down because

there

is no easy routine way of dealing with all the issues that

arise.

Two of my journal entries written the second last month of
school highlight the difficutty with keyboarding skiils:
Typing skills (or lack of them) are still an issue. lt takes
many of them a very long time to get anything typed.
(8.W. May 14, 1993)
The students were to be editing their speeches today. Many are
still working on things that are actual typing skills, ie.
spacing, formatting, etc. I wonder what the high school typing
teachers will be saying about this in a coupre of years?
(8.W. May 21, 1993)

A student's inability to type even adequately made it more
difficult for him/her to actually attend to the task which had been
given, which was usually to type something out. Lee tried her best
to deal with the problem because she saw it as an issue, but was
unable to attend to it in a significant way because of the limitations
of the software and hardware available for her to use. Lee agreed

that she was left trying to deal with the problem of

poor

keyboarding skills in the classes which she taught. Even though she

wished to provide more assistance in the area of typing skills, Lee
was unable to do so adequately due to the lack of suitable resources
available

to

her.
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formatting their work, which go hand

as well as
in hand. Observations I made

after following the lesson plan that

I had written indicate some of

The students were given

lessons

on

keyboarding

the difficulties and challenges which were faced when working with
the class.
Typing Format

Objective: The students will observe and practice how to develop
standard typing formats for their work. This will include
spacing between words, between sentences, proper
punctuation, and margins.

Procedure: Students will observe a demonstration (using the Data
Show) of proper typing format. They will then have the
opportunity to edit a previous piece of work, or write
something new, and edit that Piece.

Observations: Students appear to have difficulty seeing the
difference between one and two spaces after a sentence etc.
When it is pointed out to the student, they will change it, but
they tend to make the same type of mistake shortly thereafter.
A person feels a bit like a broken record when you go through
the same dialogue time after time.

I wonder if more time on the computer would make a big
difference in this area - though I kind of doubt it because many
of the older students have the same difficulty.
How does one instill a certain degree of pride and concern for
doing a good job of an assignment? so many students don't
seem to be bothered by a sloppy or poorly completed
assignment. There are some who definitely do take more care
on an assignment when it is on the computer than pencil/paper,
in particular those with poor handwriting skills.
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still having difficulty with system crashes. There is still

some instability in the program which causes numerous
crashes, resulting in work needing to be redone.

Many students are still having difficulty remembering where
to save their work. when the time is up many are in a hurry to
log off, and are saving their files on the workstation disk oi
another equally wonderful place and then not knowing why they
cannot find their work the next time they go on.

I don't think the students really understand the different

components of the KB program, because they often call up the
wrong part of the program when looking for their files.

It is often difficult for two adults in the class to keep up with
the questions and problems of kids on 16 computers. what can
be done to make this easier? ls the problem the program, the
learning the process, or a combination of these or other
factors?
(8.W. April, 1993)
Lee's response to these questions was that she believed that
the problems experienced in the classroom were a result of a
combination

of the difficulties with the software program as well

as incorporating the learning process while specifically using the
computers in the classroom. She felt that using the computers with
students would be made easier

if she was able to use a

software

program which contained no errors and ran more smoothly. She also

believed that more student time on the computers, more teacher
support, and adequate inservice training to update knowledge were
essential.

to

(

L.S. April 1993)

Lee confirmed my concerns about adequate time for teachers
become familiar with the program and the teaching of typing

skills. She responded with "When does the teacher have time to learn

all the ins and outs of the program, and if the teacher never took
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typing as a student, what help can he/she give the students in terms
of proper formatting? who helps the teacher and when?" (August

1993) she also offered the following insight. 'others (other
teachers in the Division) may not feel that keyboarding

is

important.

There may be no keyboard in the future, it may work by voice
activation. However, until then, what is important?" (August l ggg)
Lee had come to the conclusion that the teaching of keyboarding
skills was an important issue for

her.

As one reads through the lesson plan it becomes clear that the
issue is not as simplistic as just teaching the keyboarding skills

once and then being able to assume that they are committed to
memory and be used systematically. Whereas the objective of the
lesson was to teach formatting components, many other issues came

into play.
The issue of an elementary teacher teaching keyboarding will
need to be considered by people throughout the educational process.
Typing, which has been a option at the Grade Ten level, is now being

dabbled with at lower grade levels out of necessity. what types of

a person learns may or may riot be habits which are conducive
to rapid typing and keyboarding. Typing is a specialized skill which
is now being required at a lower level than before. Lee does not have
habits

any formal training to teach keyboarding skills, but feels that she
has to attend to the issue in some way because her students need
some basics in order to function within the context of her class and

the assignments which she wants to give. What ramifications that
has for student learning in future years has yet to be determined.
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The

lnf

luence

of

classroom composition

on

computer

Learn ing

Although the guiding questions of the study dear primarily
with concerns directly related to computers, it became clear to both

Lee and I that the combination of students in Lee's class was a
consideration when attempting to integrate computers into the
classroom. The combination of students had a definite bearing on
how class time could be structured.

As previously outlined, Lee had a class of between twenty-two

and twenty-three students during the school year. There were
continual additions and deletions to Lee's register throughout the
year. Lee díd not complete the school yeil with many of the
students she began with. The students who represented the numbers
brought with them a variety of skills and challenges. Lee described
her class in the following way:
The numbers in my classroom changed throughout the year. The
interesting part is that they were not the same students the
entire year. This brought with'it many challenges. Most of
the students transferred in from other Divisions and so
therefore had never used the K. B. program, and most had never
used a Macintosh computer. lf they had used anything it was
an lBM. This meant that every time a new student came in I
had to start at the beginning with them, and that often slowed
the entire class down because they required my attention.

I had a few other students that made things interesting!
Sam: -

Behaviour problem, volatile behavior
Had frequent outbursts-was physical- hitting, throwing
articles like chairs, desks as well as what ever he could get
his hands on.
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-

Academic - low average.
Often missed class (computer and otherwise) because he
was in 'time out' from recess or misbehaving during class
time. As a result he often didn't know what was going on.

George:

-

Low academic, 2-3 years below grade level in all

areas.
Behaviour was volatile

- would throw things when
something didn't suit him.
- Got frustrated using the computers - he hadn't used them

before coming to our school, so he didn't know where the keys
were, he needed keyboarding skills.
- Couldn't focus in on the listening part even though the
information was projected onto the overhead screen by the
Data Show . He experienced difficulty transferring what was
on the screen to what he was doing. The pace was too fast for
his learning style.

Ryan:

-

Really bright
Never used computers before so he had no keyboarding skills.
He had problems findíng the letters, and that was very

f

rustrating

-

for

him.

When he was frustrated he took a "l don't want to do this
anymore' attitude. He didn't want to attempt a task that he
had diff iculty perfecting.
- Things had to come easily - he didn't like to figure things
out.
Spent more time looking around the room than he did
working on his assignments.

-

These students took up so much of my time. They would get
frustrated and then they got into arguments. As a result they
were asked to leave the room. This type of disruption caused
the continuity to disappear. The others had to wait. They
always had to wait for these students to settle down, and so
they didn't benefit as much. The days when those students
weren't there things were better, and ran more smoothly.

There were also many positive students
Susan:

in my room.

Had taken a computer class through the Challenge
program, so she knew how to do a lot already. She even
practiced her keyboarding on her typewriter at home.
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colin:

He had a computer at home, so he already knew a lot
and was able to help others. He could help in general terms but
when it come down to using our system, he had to learn it. He
was the one who liked to work on superpaint even when it was
inappropriate to do so because of the rimitations of not being
able to adequately write text in that format.

The rest of my class was somewhere in the middle.
(1.S. July, 1993)
The composition of a class for a given year will have an effect
on what and how material is covered by the classroom teacher. Lee

had three particularly volatile students in her classroom which had
an effect on her as well as the other students in the class. On the
other end of the spectrum, the stronger students were able to help
others when they ran into difficulty.
The three problematic students in the crass needed to be
assisted more than the other students. They were all new
students to the school and had no previous, or very rittre
computer experience. Their behavior in class disrupted other
students and myself. Therefore, continuity in the class was
lacking. (1.S. July, 1993)

Even with two adults present in the Macintosh Lab, it was
diff icult to assist individual students quickly enough to prevent
them from simply sitting and waiting during a computer class. The
following observations were made after a "typical" class in the lab.
The students were working on a variety of things. some were
working at the tables doing assignments in other subjects not
requíring computers, others were at the computer trying to
finish their "How To Do ----- ' speeches on the computer.
They were working at several stages, both writing and editing.
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I assisted several students who were working on their

speeches. I was impressed by the quality of the content in
some of the speeches. Many kids still have difficulty
remembering the details of how to edit, ie: 'How many spaces
after a period?' I helped them organize the content of their
speech into sequential order so that it wasn't one mass of 'run
on' writing.
(8.W. April, 1993)

The students' close physical proximity to each other can
sometimes be distracting for those who would rather be doing
something else than attending to their work. The layout of the lab
doesn't leave a teacher many alternatives except moving a student to
another computer station if there was room, or asking them to leave

the

lab.

It is difficult for a teacher to deal with the many demands
during a class such as that. Everyone is at a different place,
and if someone has difficulty, they have to wait until someone
can get to them Also, the editing process is slow, though it is

better than doing it with a pencil and paper, because the
corrections are done immediately and neatly.
(8.W. May 14, 1993)

The combination

of personalities of the students in any given

classroom has an effect on the amount of material covered, as well

as how the material is presented. When Lee reflected on what she
had done with her students over the year she commented on what
another class had done using the computers.

one thing that another class did that was really good. They
made a book. They typed the sentences, printed them and then
cut them out. They glued the sentences onto the page and then
did the graphics. so in some ways they did more things. That
class of kids was easy to teach. classroom makeup makes a
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difference. I had kids that transferred in and out. I also had
students who were behaviour problems. The lack of computer
knowledge was an issue.
(L.S. July, lggg)

Time Restraints and Lesson planning lncorporating the
Co m puters

During the initial interview, Lee commented on what she
considered when planning lessons where the computers would be
used:

It's (planning the lessons) like looking at an assignment in a
different way, the old way being pencil/paper to complete the
finished product. Now I give much the same assignment, and
the students use the computer from the beginning to the
finished product. I must allow them enough time to do the
assignment. I have to make some decisions, such as 'Do the
students know how to type well enough to complete the task
within the prescribed amount of time?" I have to allow time
for the students to do the assignments. I have to give 3-4
classes. on the last assignment, my computers were arways
busy, so we used computers in two other classes as well
because I was not sure how many would finish on time. They
(the students) surprised me. Most handed it in, and r onry had
to send one person to the Lab to finish.
(1.S. January, 1993)
Lee liked what the computer could do for the students in terms
of neatness and also something that they were keen to work on, so
they were more inclined to complete an assignment on time.

At the conclusion of the study Lee was asked if there were any
further considerations which should be included when planning
lessons for computer

use.

She drew the following conclusions:
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The students do need the time to complete their assignments
on the computer. They have to do the typing and that takes
time. The question really is, "What does a teacher delete from
the curriculum in order to accommodate the time spent on the
computers? lt is not always the students who have finished
their work who need to go on the computers. often it is the
students who are slower in compreting their regular school
work who are also slower on the computer. lt would be great
if a person could convince the students to do the necessary
work on the computer at school, and take their other work
as homework. The students who have a lot of motivation would
be more willing to do that.
(L.s. september, 1gg3)
Completing assignments using the computer

is not as simplistic

as

just modifying the lesson content. A teacher must also attend to the
difficulty of getting the task completed.
Mechanical Concerns: Hardware and Software
Teaching by its very nature brings the challenges of working
with many students at many different levels of progress. when a
teacher includes the use of the computer, the dynamics of classroom

instruction increase. During our first discussion, the topic of
hardware and software arose as an issue.
As soon as we had talked about the study, we began discussing
a problem that she (Lee) had during her last computer class.
The Data show didn't 'want to' work properly again and the
students were having trouble saving their work in the
correct file. we discussed the possibilities of what might
have gone wrong.
(8.W. January 12, lggg)
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During the first week of the study we ran into difficulty with

the program.

we ran into a problem with the K.B. program during the
past week. one of the students had a three page Draft writer
document and it would only print the first page. we couldn't
get it to print. we were not sure why it would print some

multiple page documents and not others. Lee was frustrated
with the whole program. Around midnight I thought of a
possible solution which did end up working. lt meant creating
a new document and putting the page that wouldn't print in
there and then printing from the new document, a bit of a
problem, but at least it printed.
I had a student with a similar problem this week. In her
case it would print three of four pages. we did the same thing.
we dumped the fourth page into a new fire and printed from
there.

(8.W. January 23, 1993)

Difficulty with the software program slows down the work of
the student and demands the time of the teacher. Fortunately a
workable solution could be found or the students' would have had to
redo work they had already done. The teacher has to make a decision

about how long to spend working on a solution for the problem during

class time, as well as what to tell ine student whose work wouldn't
print. The student is concerned because the work has already been
done, but they are unable to retrieve some of it in print

form. No one

was that keen about redoing a portion of an assignment which

had

already been completed.

I

I had written about finding solutions
to problems at midnight, I realized that I carry many of the
When

reflected on what

unanswered questions of the day with me when

I

leave the school. A
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question will follow me around, and I will contemplate possible
solutions, or ask new questions about the same issue. Teaching is
not a nine to five job for

me. what I do in the classroom goes with
me as I try to 'think ahead' and attempt to learn f rom past
experiences and be better prepared for 'the next time'. As schon
(1983) states, 'ln the rear world practice, problems do not present
themselves to the practitioners as givens. They must be constructed

from materials of problem situations which are puzzling, troubling,
and uncertain (p. 40). Another thing that occurred was that when I
encountered the problem with the printing for the second tíme,

I was

to use the knowledge gained from the previous situation and
apply it to the situation at hand. The 'lens, through which I saw the
situation had changed, a cycle of reflection had occurred and the
able

knowledge gained could now be applied to another situation.

Lee and

I

together teaching her students on the
computer. One issue that we had to deal with continually was that
worked

of difficulty with either the program or the mechanical supports. My
journal entry of April Zg, 1993 provides a glimpse of some of the
issues at that time.
I taught the second class using writing organizer and the
concept Map today. lt still takes so long to log the entire lab
onto the network. lt is difficult - not all the students follow
directions at the same time. Even with the Data show, it is
helpful, but it doesn't account for stragglers. we reviewed
some of the tools and the idea behind the concept Map. They
were given an example and then the assignment was to create
a concept Map of their own which they would save at the end of

class and then finish another time.
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when it came tíme to 'save' and 'Log otf', two groups of
students didn't follow directions and lost their concept Map.
The instructions were to puil the 'File' menu down and go to
'save'. when looking for the appropriate place to 'save', click
the 'Drive' button of the screen. Continue to click the 'Drive'
button until you arrive at the school icon. Search for the name
of the classroom teacher in the list that is on the screen and
open that file. Then, locate the file number which is the same
as the number the individual used to 'Log on' to the machine.
Somewhere in that process the two groups of students did not
follow directions and closed the program without pulling down
to 'Save'. As a result, the program closed without saviñg their
document, and they will have to start over again.
(8.W. April 23, 1993)

The

iculties experienced by students while attempting to
f unction with the computers raises several potential problems for
diff

the classroom teacher. There are still students having difficulty
logging on to the network which slows down the start of the class
because the teacher

is

often called upon to assist. when everyone

in the class is logging off and saving their material, it is impossible
for one person to ensure that everyone is following the correct
procedure. Unfortunately the process is very unforgiving in the
sense that once the material has been saved in an inappropriate
place, or not saved at all, it is very difficult, it not impossible to

retrieve. Searching for lost documents also takes up a lot of time.
Students are usually very willing to help a classmate, providing that

they do not get behind themserves, but the students do not
necessarily understand where to look for misplaced files either. The
teacher is somewhat limited in the situation as well. The hardware
and software limit the choices that the teacher's can make, in the
sense that they must remain within the constraints of the program.
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Unless the software program is changed at the Divisional level, the
classroom teacher must learn to deal with the imposed limitations

and subsequent frustrations.

with the software program were not the only
difficulties experienced on a regular basis. The comments made
after a class in the Macintosh Lab on May 21, l ggg provides a
Problems

glimpse of what a 'typical' class could be líke:
Had an interesting class to end a Friday afternoon. There
were start up discs missing from a number of the machines
again. I had to send several students to get start up discs
from both their classroom and another room.
some students still haven't figured out where they are
going ín the program - on one hand you can't blame them
because it is so complex, on the other - it's frustrating
because the majority know what they're doing. A few are still
saving' who knows where, because their fileè are impossible to
locate the next time.
we experienced a major disruption when the majority of
the machines displayed a 'coilision' or a 'bomb' message on the
screen. couldn't bring the program back from either mèssage
so everyone ended up having to restart right from the beginning
with having to log on again. we rost a good 10 minutes (of a
forty minute class) and it really set the students off. lt did a
great job of breaking their concentration. (8.w. May 21, lggg)
Lee and I agreed that there is no one issue that can be singled out as

the major difficulty in teaching with computers. lt is

the

of many smaller problems and situations which build up
to the point of being a larger problem. Lee summarized the situation
in the following way; "There is no single issue that can be singled
out because many small problems create havoc with having
culmination

computers in the classroom. lssues range from hardware problems,
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operation problems and the software itself .' (october l ggg)
Excerpts from Lee's journal during the last two months of the
school year indicate that even though she personally had a much

better understanding of the computer and the program there were
many outside issues that had to be contended with on a regular
basis:
Lab was occupied by a class doing art. lt was disruptive and
non - conducive to teaching 'computer'. Also, the overhead bulb
on the 'Data show' was burnt out. The typing program has been
unuseable for a month now. Therefore, students are unable to
learn more typing skills.
(1.S. May 5, 1993)
Network down and students unabre to work on assignments.
(1.S. May 13, 1993)
Network problems and student computers all crashed.
Files/heaps colliding.
(1.S. May 21, 1999)

I got extra lab time to make up for lost classes. only one
period was available. unfortunately one computer has been
missing from the lab for quite some time reaving two people
without a computer. I had to make alternate arrangements
for them which were inconvenient. (L.s. June 9, 1g93)
Double period! worked on multicultural story; finished product.
showed class : Title (how to), underline, Bord type, change size
of story print to enhance presentatíon. class liked the idea of
doing that to enhance the presentation of their stories.
one computer was down, inconvenient. one computer would not
print in the lab and the location on the 'chooser' wouldn't
change. I had to ask a teacher if the story could be printed in
her class.
(L.S. June 14, lggg)
Had a double period. Two computers were malfunctioning. one
was due to appropriate icon not showing up on the screen. The
other, one of the plugs at the back was incorrectly connected.
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I fixed one and we got a different Start up disc for the other.

All this was done with a delay in class time at the computers.
(L.S. June 22, 1999)

The journal excerpts are an indication

of some of the difficulties

experienced by one classroom teacher on

a regular basis. The use

of

the computer lab by another class, a typing program that didn't want
to work, difficulties with the network as well as the computers
themselves, presented many challenges for Lee. None of the
problems are insurmountable, particularly in isolation. lt is the
combination of these difficulties combined with the everyday and all
day routine of managing a classroom which become compounded and

create the challenges

of

integrating

the computers into the

classroom.

The Saga Of The Cords
Difficultíes with the software were not the only trials that
Lee experienced. Trouble with the mechanics of running the
computers also came into play. Th-e following example is typical of

the type of difficulties which could be experienced by a classroom
teacher on a regular basis, and which Lee herself experienced.
The Sag¡r Of The Cords
Many of the computers in the Lab suddenly bombed during
the Lab time resulting in many assignments being lost, and
creating the need to 'reboot' many of the machines 'manually'.
(A manual restarting of the computer means breaking the
power supply to the computer by pressing a 'reset' button on
the side of the machine, and holding the button down for 10
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seconds. This means that when the button is released, the
computer returns to a 'Log on' position, and the student has
to start over by 'logging on' again.)
This problem had occurred several times in quite a close
time frame, which made us ask ourselves how and *ny th"r"
crashes w-er9 occurring. The interesting thing *"s *hile the
majority of the machines were crashing therJ were a few
which seemed to appear to remain stãble, at least for a longer

period of time.
We finally discovered that the cords on the machines at
the back of the rab were swinging quite roosery at the side or
underneath the tabre which the computer was on. As students
swung their feet they accidenily kicking the cord, resulting in
the connection to the main server to bã ¡nterrupted, which was
enough to cause a large number of machines to .r"rí., (often
about 14 machines).
Lee went to the teacher in charge of the computer
hardware and exprained the problem which was occurring. she
received a response much to the effect of 'too bad, but nothing
is going to be done about it'. Lee and I had a discussion about
the problem and decided that it was probably not that difficult
a situation to rectify. We decided to locate some duct tape and
tape the cords down ourselves. As luck woutd have it there
was no duct tape in the school, so it took a few extra days
before the cords could be taped down. After the cords were
taped down, the problem. was basically eliminated. Now why
should such a simple solution take that much time and effort
to correct? what if the teacher got 'put off' after bringing the
problem to the one teacher and took it no further? she would
have had to continue to deal with machines crashing duríng
class time. (8.W. March, l ggg)

This saga continued for approximately

a two -

week time

period, during which numerous thoughts, comments and ideas
were
shared. Because no one else (including the person technica¡y ,in

of the Lab) was prepared to assist with the situation, the
two teachers involved took the matter into their own hands and
charge'

found a solution to the situation as they saw

fit. Lee elaborated:
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This was another example of how a problem creates
difficulties for teachers. lt seemed that there was no
ownership for duties relating to the computers, the hardware
and their operation. Even the technical person in charge of the
computers did not feel it was his role to repair the pro-blem,
even though it was minor. Personality enteied the picture as
well. The technical person did not believe that enough release
time was made available to sufficiently maintain thä system.
(1.S. October, l ggg)

There are several reasons why this type of crash is very
disruptive. Whatever work the students had done since the last time
they 'saved" would be

lost. This upsets the students, and if there is

a timeline on the assignment, places the student further behind. The
entire class gets disrupted because many have lost their work and
need to restart their machines, and those who still have their work
are concerned about everyone else and lose their concentration as
well. Manually restarting the machines means that each student
must log on to the network again. lt takes between seven and ten
minutes for a class to log on to the network due to the complexity
of
the program being used and the speed that the server can process all
the information. lf. this type of situation occurs during a thirty-five
minute class, which

it did on several occasions, a large percentage

of the teaching or work time is

lost.

This problem was solved and rectified as a result of continued
dialogue between Lee and l. Neither was about to let the problem
continue without trying to determine what it really was, and how
to
solve it. Once the problem was identified, both of us continued to

it until something was done rather than accept nnon or 'lack
of interest" as an answer. To Lee and I it was a very real problem.
work at
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It wreaked havoc with the teaching and work which was occurring
during the class period, and increased the frustration tevel of both
the teachers and the students.
Several concerns arose during the study and have been explored

in depth earlier in this chapter. These include keyboarding skills of
students,

the classroom's composition, as well and mechanical

considerations when using both the hardware and software.

Lee was very concerned that her students learned some basic
keyboarding skills as part of their computer skills. she went to
tremendous effort to try

to ensure that her class had the opportunity
for keyboarding practice at the beginning of each class. she never
anticipated the difficulties she experienced with program

the computers were on two different
systems. The incompatibility of the computers with the two
incompatibility because

programs made the teaching

of

keyboarding skills ineffective and

virtually impossible. What began as a real issue and concern to Lee
remained a very real and most challenging (and vexing) problem for
her throughout the duration of the study regardless of the numerous
attempts at and steps made to rectify and improve the situation.
Thus, it is important to note that these concerns which were

each identified and interpreted in the text simply highlight the
major areas of concern. within each area there were many problems,

using schon's terms, which were "named and framed" and to a
greater or lesser extent resolved, leading to another cycle or spiral
of ref lectivity. once identified, the current concerns or issues
seemed no more important to Lee and I than the recognition, or
metacognition that these cycles or spirals of ref lectivity of
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cont¡nually emerging problems had

to be thought about and acted

upon as best as we knew how. At the same time, the problems could

be placed in the larger context of Lee's narrative of experience,
which when trying to use the computers in the classroom resulted in
a great deal of frustration.
lnfluence Of lnservice Strategies and Supports
Exploration and Experimentation

On

The influence of inservice strategies and supports on Lee's
exploration and experimentation with different possibilities of
computer integration has already been included

in a series of

"storiesn earlier in this

chapter. Together, these 'stories" provide a
narrative context which helps provide the framework for how Lee
views herself and her teaching.

Lee has experienced
attempt

to

a

history

of

sporadic support

in

her

integrate computers into the classroom. When computers

were first introduced into the school, Lee took the initiative and got
some formal training. (p 7g) when the Macintosh computers were

introduced, Lee received some formal training which was a
beginning, but it did not prove to be adequate. Lee stated: "After

I still felt incompetent. lt was not a good experience. The
computers kept crashing. The screen would go blank and the
training

software program wouldn't

work. I felt so frustrated." (p. 79)

Barnes (Russel and Munby, 1992) attributes the followíng to
Olson (1982): "Whatever 'dilemma's' are of first concern to teachers

will strongly constrain their ability to act upon injunctions f rom
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other people to change what they do in the crassroom (p.10)'.
Clearly after a variety of courses and half day computer inservice
sessions of various kinds (elaborated on earlier in the chapter) Lee

still felt that she did not have enough information and experience to
be successful using the computer herself, never mind with a class of

students. Basic understanding of both the hardware and the
software was not at a level where she felt she could use the
technology without assistance. The rotation between two grades in
alternating years also placed Lee at disadvantage. Trying to relearn

the software program as well as remember the workings of
computer was a real challenge.

the

When asked what she would envision as necessary supports for

teachers wanting

to integrate computers into their classrooms,

Lee

had several ideas.
lnservices on how to use the computer as weil as the program.
Could be done on Microsoft to learn the mechanics of the
computer. lt would be helpful to go to a workshop. They
should be offered periodically, like september, or near the end
of the school year so a person js set up for the next year.

They (the workshops) should be offered throughout the year.
The first one should be a day, with another after christmas;
might have 3 - 4 half day sessions per year.

ln between, there should be someone on staff to help. There
should be enough people to ask for help. some wilr catch on
faster or have more interest, like if they have their own
computer at home.

ldeal: To have enough computers in the lab so that everyone in
the class could have their own machine. This wouldn't be as
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frustrating. On the other hand, when a student runs into
problems, sometimes the other person can help.

The idea of a support teacher is a good idea.
The Day Two's when you come in as a support teacher are a
bonus. Now some have progressed with Typing Tutor lV.
(L. S. June, 1993)

What sort of support would be helpful to

a classroom teacher

who is attempting to become comfortable with both the computer
and a particular software program while still maintaining a regular
classroom routine and program?

Support Strands
Lee and

I

agreed that the areas where she believed support

could be given to teachers could be classified into the following
components:

1.

The school Division should provide some basic training on a
systematic and ongoing basis. These workshops should be
progressive and easily accessible

to teachers. Fulton (88) identifies
some of the supports that are necessary for successful computer
integration to occur.

Obviously equipment ís critical. While it is possible to run an
inservice session on a new reading or mathematics technique
in a traditional classroom, teaching teachers to use a word
processing or gradebook program requires a computer,
preferably one per teacher. Furthermore, teachers can apply
what they have learned in an inservice session only if they
have access to the technology once the training has been
completed. (p.34)
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2.

There should be someone readily available
.to assist a teacher
who has a question about either the hardware or software. This
person or persons has to be someone who is knowledgeable in the

of the computer and the software program. The same
person must also be prepared to discuss ways in which regular

workings

lessons can be adapted for use with the computer. when Lee taught a

lesson incorporating the use of computers she had to factor in things
like the time necessary to log on to the network, students not being

able to take the assignment home as homework, and teaching time
for computer related components of the assignment like formatting
and spacing of materials.

3.

The 'resource person" must be accessible to teachers when the
teachers have a need, rather than only at recess, or before and after

school. The needs could range from a question about the logistics of
using the computer, difficulty with a component of the software
program or wondering about how best to teach

a particular

concept.

while there are often people on a school staff who have the
knowledge and are willing to help others, they may not always be
available to assist a teacher at a particular time. I was scheduled
in to be in the lab with Lee's class on a regular basis. This allowed
for team teaching, as well as the modelling of lessons, for example
the lesson on editing, so that the other person had the opportunity

to observe a possible method of teaching a particular program
component or lesson idea. Again Fulton ('gg) underlines the
importance

of teacher support.
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There are a number of critical factors that underlie whether or
not a teacher adopts technology. These include: having a strong
practice or 'hands on" component of training sessions, having
classes taught by credible sources (most notably other
teachers), adapting to the teachers' level of computer
competence, and focusing on applications which the teacher
can customize or adapt to his or her specialized teaching
situation. The most crucial factors are time and support allowing plenty of time and support both in class and
aftenrard too. (p.34)

The continual working together provided Lee and myself with
the opportunity to become more comfortable with each other and
therefore be willing to ask more questions and possibly risk making

a mistake or trying a particular method or idea so ¡t could be
observed by the other and' then discussed for further learning. This
was our reflection, our collaboration and in the end, added to each of

our narratives of experience and of school reform. The integration
of computers, like changes in other curricular areas take time and
energy to see any results. lt is not a rapid process because it
requires

a teacher to examine and review what he/she has been

doing and then make a decision about whether or not
practice is necessary.

a change in

Both Lee and myself were able to reflect on what was
happening in the class, and as we became more comfortable and
confident with each other, were able to express areas where we had
questions and difficulties. lt became easier for both of us to ask
questions about something that we thought should be obvious; for
example, "why does the type keep going off the screen rather that

returning

to the margin?' Through dialogue,

experimentation we were able

exploration and

to discover that the margin had to

be
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set in such a way that the text did not continue off the screen by
activating a command called 'wrap To window". Neither of us
thought that setting the type text would take several days and a
considerable amount

of time talking and experimenting with

the

computers.

ln order to interact on more than a surface level both of us had
to feel assured that our questions, comments and somet¡mes lack of
understanding would be treated with respect and genuine concern.
We came to feel at ease asking the other person for their ideas and
input, and knew that no problem was "too small'.

Exploratíon and experimentation

as outlined in the second

question were a component of every class where Lee used computers

with her students. Since this was the first time that Lee had
actively used computers with an entire class, she had many
decisions to make. For example, she had to decide on how to modity

a lesson when considering the amount of time available on the
computer, how well the students knew the various components of

the program, and how well students would be able to transfer typing
skills from practice to use with assignments. This type of continual
revision of teacher expectation
content forced Lee

in regard to time lines and lesson

to break each lesson down into smaller

frames,

where a number of smaller components were put together to create a
larger picture. The use of the computers demanded that lessons be

thought out and presented

in smaller

segments than many

of

the

lessons which did not integrate computers because there were more

variables such as 'Savíng' and the difficulties with keyboarding that
had to be specifically attended to.
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Lee agrees that she gained the most skill and confidence when

there was personal contact with other individuals in the school who

could provide support and assistance. The interpersonal
relationships with other staff members were an important
component in Leels growth as a person and as a teacher. The mutual

support network whích was built between Lee and other staff
members made ¡t possible for experimentation and exploration to
occur in the classroom. Whereas Lee had previously relied on other
people to assist her as she attempted to use computers in the

to take on a leadership role by
sharing ideas and expertise with other teachers. Lee began

classroom, she eventually began

dialoguing with other teachers about specific problems when she
heard them discussed, be that in the hallway or staff

room.

Thus,

Lee's past experiences and images for the future is connected into a

kind of narrative unity which has placed much value on this type of
personalized support in the past and sees it as important for her

future growth.
Barnes, (in Russell, T. & Munby, H.

) draws from Fullan (1982)

and Lacey (1977) in supporting how Lee and I saw our work.

The professional element in school control reminds us how
important support form other teachers is: when change is in
question, a supportive anecdote from another practitioner
carries more weight than the opinions of any university
professor, local authority advisor or curriculum consultant.
The possibility of substantial change in the subculture of
teaching depends upon the mutual trust that can be developed
in a professionally controlled institution (p. 2g).
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Lee, the teacher
continue
continue

- participant and l, the teacher -

ll4

researcher

to attempt to meet the needs of computer education and
to run into a variety of difficulties as this study comes to

a conclusion. As an example, the school has recently purchased the
site licence for the key - boarding program called 'All The Right
Type'. The program has been installed on the network, and is running
on the Macintosh computers used by the Grades Four through Six
students. Lee is presently teaching Grade Three, which means she
does not have access to the Macintosh computers this year. we are
trying to get the program copied to be used on the Apple computers
used in Grade Three, and are running into problems such as a broken
copy program, obtaining the necessary materials, and getting time to

copy the programs so there will be a class set. (November l ggg)
While much has changed, this is a "familiar" problem. Nevertheless,
such frustrations continue to be alleviated in large measure by their
familiarity and by the interpersonal relationships which Lee and I
enjoy.

Collaborative Meaning

The question

of

-

Making

collaborative meaning

-

making "what
reconstructions of meaning do the teacher - participant and the
teacher - researcher make in the context of their collaborative
inquiry into the use of computers?" is not easy to define in a clear
way. Rather than a number of well defined "reconstructions', I
believe that this process is more cyclical in nature. when a
"problem" would arise, either Lee

or I would begin thinking about

the
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implications. As was illustrated by "The Saga of rhe Gords', the
continual dialogue between us, and the eventual action that was
taken demanded that the situation be dealt with over a period of
time, rather than an instant solution. We would then discuss the
'problem,' make some adjustments, rethink, discuss, take action, and

the spiral would continue. This 'spiral of learning" continued,
though did not necessarily result in firm and final decisions being
made on each problem issue. lt did lead to problem solving, and
practical knowledge being generated. Also, new "frames' through

which

to better understand a

situation were created. The new

frames allowed new insight for thought, dialogue and action

to

added. schon (1983) would view this type of process in

be

the

following way:

ln reflective conversation, the practitioner's efforts to solve
the reframed problem yields new discoveries which call for
new reflection-in-action. The process spirals through stages
of appreciation, action, and reappreciation. The unique and
uncertain situation comes to be understood through the
attempt to change it, and changed through the attempt to
understand

it

(p.1 32.).

Connelly and Clandinin (1989) state the same issue
words. A person must have:

in different

. . an understanding of the process as one in which we are
continually trying to give an account of the multiple levers
(which are temporally continuous and socially interactive) at
which the inquiry proceeds. The central task is evident when
it is grasped that a person is both living their stories in an
ongoing experiential text and telling their stories in words as
they reflect upon life and explain themselves to others (p.7).
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An example of a "continual process" is the pattern of constant
frustration experienced when working with the computers. As soon
as one problem was discussed, thought about, and dealt with, a

different problem would

arise. Lee (and l) added greatly to

our

personal practical knowledge bases, important dimensions of which
have been documented earlier in this chapter. The result is

perspective and more experience with which
problems

to address

a
f

new

uture

- vexing as we expect them to be. The 'new perspective"

a lens through which we can process issues as they occur,
and view them as smaller segments to be dealt with rather than an
overwhelming situation. This historical pattern as exemplified in
this chapter, gives an indication that the future will continue in
provides

much the same fashion. Connelly and Clandinin (1987) would refer

to this "looking ahead' as an image of what is to come. Lee agrees
that it is important to receive support in an ongoing way in order for

a teacher to increase her skill and comfort level with the computers.
The very nature of computer technology combined with students is,
to us, a guarantee of continued challenges and difficulties.
The narrative component brought by the perspective of
Connelly and Clandinin allowed validity and meaning to be given to
the broader story of a classroom teacher as she experienced
professional life and reflected on it. This type of 'narrative unity'
or meaning - making account, merges a past perspective with
present understanding which then forms the basis for examining and
making "f uturen oriented decisions. The theoretical framework
provided by both Schon and Connelly and Clandinin provided a
conceptual lens through which to focus on current and previous
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events including ideas, intentions and general meaning - making
which was occurring. The Schonian concept of naming and framing
and problem solving, allowed both the teacher
teacher

- researcher and the

- participant to identify, define, think about, and take action

on the many challenges which emerged. This resulted in a spiral of
problem solvíng occurring on a continuous basis, as there were
always issues to be dealt with.

The fact that there were two people identifying with and
trying to f ind solutions to particular situations allowed validity to
be given to the concerns and the needs of the classroom teacher
could be met in a supportive and collaborative manner. This format
falls in line wíth the outline MacKinnon (1g8g) gives for 'Joint
Experimentation". ln Joint Experimentation both participants take
turns problem setting and reframing rather than only the
"supervisorn (p. 193). This is consistent with what occurred
between Lee and myself during the course of the study. we took
turns identifying problems and discussing potential solutions.
The narrative f ramework allowed licence for the identified
issues to be dealt within the context of past experience, rather than
isolated incidents. As the "story" unfolded, the teacher

- participant

- researcher began to see common and repeated issues
emerging. This allowed for some proactive, rather than only
and teacher

reactive planning to be done with the lessons for the students. This

also allowed the teacher - participant the opportunity to be more
prepared for possible difficulties, and make adjustments to the
format of the class, or the required task to lessen the potential for
difficulty. This would include strategies like teaching the lessons
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in smaller segments and "buddying up" the students so that they
could provide support for each other. Both the teacher - researcher
and the teacher - participant experienced a process of change which
incorporated more systematic and deliberate decision making in the

sense that both had

a

better understanding of what the potential
diff iculties could possibly be, and some strategies to deal with
them.

The support that Lee and I were able to give each other has

increased both

of our conf idence levels when working with

computers. This confidence has allowed Lee to experiment with
more complex parts of the software program like the writing
organizer and

a variety of lesson plans with her students.

These

lesson plans included the components of the "Writing Organizer" such

as the "Concept Mâp", "Outliner" and "Notebook". Each component
required the students to have an increased understanding of how the
software program worked in order for them to move from one "page"
to another and remember on what "page" they had done a particular
segment

of the assignment. She has also been able to

provide

support for other teachers who have experienced difficulty with the
computers,

by listening to them and assisting them in

problem

solving. She has become more comfortable and aware of the
numerous decisions that one must make when incorporating
computers. There are many teaching decisions that must be made,
which are not always in the control of the teacher, but rather are
embedded

in the very nature of the hardware and software

being

used. For example, Lee did not have a choice in whether or not her
students learned how to log on to the network. lf her students were
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going to use the computers, she had to find an effective way to guide

them through a complex process, so they would meet with success.
While the Division goals and vision about the use of computers is

ever changing and expanding

to include things like multi -

school

of business partnerships, I believe
have begun the process of incorporating computers

communication and an integration

that Lee and

I

into the classroom in an effective manner.

The research process has resulted in personal growth for

The opportunity to work closely with

a colleague on a

me.

specific

project has provided me with the opportunity to reflect on the many

a regular basis. I had
never taken the time to individualize and synthesize the many
factors and issues that must be accounted for by the classroom
teacher on any given school day. Until I undertook the research I did
not have any conceptual f ramework through which to f ilter the
challenges facing the classroom teacher on

events in the classroom. Douglas Barnes (1992) gives credit to the
frameworks which are used in the classroom.

The interpretive frameworks that guide teachers' choices of
teaching strategies are not inferior to those of curriculum
developers or administrators, but represent responses to
different concerns and priorities. The possibility of principled
change in teaching strategies and therefore in what is learnt
by students, depends upon teachers' frames (p. 1S).
The lens outlined by Barnes, provides the skeleton on which the

work of Donald Schon and Connelly and Clandinin can be framed. "To
describe the f rames as 'teachers' knowledge' is potentially
misleading, unless 'knowledge' is seen as value

-

laden and dynamic."
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(p. 16) The structure and framework set out by Schon and Connelly
and Clandinin have provided me with the language to think and write

more clearly and confidently about events that occur within the
context of classroom life.
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Chapter Five
Gonclusions, Methodological lssues and lmplications
Objectives and Questions
The purpose of this study was to

1)

encountered by one teacher when trying
technology into the classroom, and

strategies

z)

examine the chailenges

to integrate

computer

determine which inservice

or

teacher supports best facilitated effective change
with integrating computers into the classroom. Three questions
were posed for investigation:

1)

What concerns of issues arise when a teacher plans for and tries

to implement computer technology into the classroom?

2)

How do inservíce strategies or supports influence the classroom

teacher

in her exploration and experimentation with different

possibilities

3)

of computer integration?

What reconstructions of meaning do the teacher

the teacher

-

participant and

- researcher make in the context of their collaborative

inquiry into the use of computers?

ln order to study these
teacher

-

questions,

a teacher -

researcher and a

participant collaborated together over the length

of the

study. The complete analysis of the research findings can be found
in Chapter

Four.
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Conclusions:
The study revealed that there were numerous challenges which
arose and had to be dealt with by the teacher - participant' Lee had

to deal with issues such as hardware and software difficulties, lack
of computer skills on the part of the student, and difficulties which
grew out of the composition of the classroom. The continual
dialogue between Lee and myself allowed for collaborative problem

-

solving and mutual learning.

The 'schonian" perspective on
,'naming" and .framing"

ref

lectivity including

the

of problems allowed reflection and dialogue

to occur, and a "spiral of

learning" developed which facilitated

growth in both people. ln the Schonian sense, the various problems
surrounding the key - boarding program continues to be the "Problem

of the Day". ln a broader sense, Lee and I agree that even though we
have conquered many problems aS they relate to computers, the

will continue though our past experiences give uS a
resource to draw on as we encounter and even anticipate future
issues and ou r respo n se to the m. Th e exploration and

problems

experimentation which we have done thus Íar provides us with a
solid experiential base to deal with upcoming situations'

The Literature supports many of the findings of the study' Lee
spoke about the frustration and inadequacy she felt after
participating

in a few isolated inservice sessions. A

researchers agree that "one

number of

- Shot" inservices with no follow -

up

have proven to be ineffective in effecting change. (Ellis, 1990; Hord
& Austin, 1986; Burkholder, 1987; Fulton, 1989; Cohen & Brawer'
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1986; Akker, Keursten & Plomp, 1988; Sachs & Logan, 1gB4) Lee felt

that there was very little carry over between the isolated sessions
and her attempts to work with the computers at school. She
believed that so much information was disseminated so quickly at

these sessions with little opportunity

to "practice" what was

being

taught, little was gained from attending the sessions. lt is possible
that the isolated inservice sessions were more of a detriment than

an asset because they served to heighten the anxiety already felt
because computers were involved.

Numerous researchers (Payne, lg8g; Wagschal, 1984, Fullan,
1982; Trainor

& Fregosi, 1986; Hord & Austin,

1986; Akker, Keursten

& Plomp, 1988) support the notion that in order to have a change in
teacher practice, implementation of a program which has the goal of
a change in practice, must occur over time and teachers must
receive on - going, long term support. Consistent with these
researchers' views, Lee felt that she was able to work through many

of the difficult situations which grew out of the desire to integrate
the computers because she received the necessary on - going
support.

ln

to computer oriented problems, this study affirms
that there is a need to provide personalized information which is
specific to the need of the teacher at a given time. Providing
regard

information and support which is relevant to the teacher's need at a

particular time may include additional "background" material like
manuals and other forms or written documentation, assistance
identifying problems and developing appropriate solutions, âs well

as "trouble shooting" with technical

problems.
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ln order for effective change to occur on a personal level,
validity must be given to what teachers have to say about a

situation (Beattie 1991). Lee's opinions about appropriate
documentation and manuals, selection

of key - boarding programs,

and changes to be made to the Macintosh lab are only a few of the
areas where first hand experience should be considered in broader
decision making, be that at the class, school, or division

level. The
use of a collaborative approach (Burrello & orbaugh, 1gg2;
Grimmett & Erickson, 1988) allows the voice of the teacher to be
heard, and the actions of the teacher supported. The continual
support, the "listening ear" and assistance in trouble - shooting
which the teacher - participant and the teacher - researcher
provided for each other allowed the spiral of learning to occur.

The reconstructions of meaning which occurred within the
context of collaborative inquiry were continual and varied in nature.
As previously discussed, meaning
came

- making included how each of us

to approach teaching while integrating computers, problem

solving as well as an orientation for the future. Both of us learned

to break down the multi -

faceted components of the lesson plans,

and became more systematic in our instruction. we now approach
the use of computers in a more confident, less threatened way,
which enables further exploration and experimentation. Both Lee and

lhave

realized that using the computers with students in the
classroom has limited the number of teacher choices that can be

made. The hardware and software provide a structure and a
framework which guide

a teacher's choice of strategies. One

must

remain within the confines and limitations of the program. When we
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teach, we give instructions in

a

positive way, though at the same

time wondering whether of not the hardware and software are going

to

"deliver'.

Methodological lssues

I

believe that there was

a

benef

Schonian and narrative frameworks into the

it to

incorporating the

study. Both gave some

structure and focus when looking at the events of practice and when

trying to make sense of the situations. The Schonian framework
outlined the conscious and unconscious processes that

a

person

issue. This framework allowed
for a situation to be viewed in the context of a series of events or
frames, which is helpful to be because it gives the unfolding of
undergoes when grappling with an

events a pattern, which in this case was very cyclical in nature. The
narrative framework provided the opportunity

to reflect on issues in

a broader sense, including the past, present, and potential

future

events. The combination of the two frameworks became the vehicle
by which the story could unfold. The frameworks also gave me a
lens through which I can now view the future. When I think about the
integration

of

computers

of

in the classroom lcontinue to see a

ic

situations which require solutions.
lncreased understanding about the complexity of both frameworks
became more evident as the study progressed. I grew continually as

continual cycle

specif

I was forced to think about and make sense of, past and present
events which occurred. The continual cycle

questioning has caused me

to

of reflection and further

"hear" things discussed

in

other
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contexts within the narrative and Schonian perspectives. This new

way of hearing has allowed me to continue my personal attempt at
school reform, examining the issues which

level, and try

to effect change in

I deal with on a

personal

others through dialogue and

modelling. I believe that continued dialogue and working together
with other professionals who encounter similar situations will be a
vehicle whereby school reform can occur on a broader level.

lmplications For Practice
This study has described a case which suggests the need for

long - term support for a teacher who is trying to integrate
computers into the classroom. lt involved providing a resource
person who had time to develop a relationship with the teacher she
was working with. Teachers and others who read the case may see
enough that is parallel to their own situations for "transferability'
to occur. That is, by identifying with the teacher(s), the situations
and/or interpretations described, they may be encouraged to gain
n ew insig ht into th e ir own s ituatio ns and otherwise g row
professionally by engaging in reflective practice similar to what is
described here. Effective change in philosophy and methodology will
be more successful 'if an individual teacher feels free to ask
questions, reveal weaknesses, and develop long

- term action plans

of effective teaching strategies. (Akker, Keursten & Plomp, 1988).
One scenario could include a resource person who would be free to
work in a collaborative and consultative basis with teachers at
several sites during the course of a school year. Once the teachers
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have established a methodological comfort level, the resource
person would be free to move on to a new site, while still
maintaining continued contact and collaborative interaction with the
previous group. Teachers could be provided with a support structure

consisting of colleagues who could assist each other both formally

and informally.
Teachers should be involved in determining the needs for the
school. Barret (1983) proposed the use of local needs assessment as

do several other researchers

(

Burrello

& orbaugh, 1992; Hord

&

Austin, 1986, Akker, Keursten & Plomp, lgBB). Teachers need to be

involved

in

(1989) refer

facilitating school reform

I

Connelly and Clandinin

to school reform in the context of reflecting on past,

present and imagined future experiences, with the consequence of
school reform which grows out of new meaning which results from

the process. School reform can become a reality if we allow
teachers to reflect on what they have done and where they have
come from, and use that reflection as a basis for future decision
making. The naming and framing of specific issues can lead to
viewing the issue in the broader context of what implications arise

as we encounter future situations.

lmplications For Future Research
This study does indicate that there is a need to support
classroom teachers in an ongoing way if a change in practice is to
occur. Similar studies cou ld be done to provide other richly
detailed cases and perhaps to what degree similarities in dealing
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with difficult issues in regard to teaching with computers would
occur. A more extensive study of this nature incorporating more
teachers would also provide further opportunity for the voice of the
classroom teacher, the 'one in the trenches" to be heard. The move
towards

a more conscious level of "taking stock"; "where

have

I

been?' and 'where am I going?", would provide validity to the "voice'

of the teacher.
keeping track

lt may begin at a Schonian level of consciously

of

events, thoughts and actions, and grow into a
broader perspective of where issues belong within the larger
pictu re.

The examination of the "larger picture" integrates the
narrative perspective which includes past present and f uture
considerations. This process would provide an opportunity to
generalize from practice to theory, rather than the more common
pattern of theory being used to generalize to practice. practice
examined through a theoretical "lens" would give validity to
practice, and assist in the process of school reform. There is then
the possibility that issues can be dealt with and solved through the
perceptions and visions of the local teachers.
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Appendix A
Knowledge Builder Program

The Knowledge Builder software program is designed

to

incorporate thinking and writing strategies for use on the Macintosh

computer. The program has four principal components:

1)

Draftwriter

2)

Writing Organizer

3)

Publisher

4)

Knowledge

Base. Each component facilitates a particular aspect of the thinking
and writing process.
The "Draftwriter" allows the writer to type drafts of text and
revise them as necessary. The writer is limited to a small number

of fonts, but does have the flexibility to change size, style, margins
and "proofread" the text with a spelling program.
The "Writing Organizer" has several features in
"Notebook', "Concept Map", 'Outliner", as well

it

including the

as memo

making

capabilities. The "Notebook" allows the writer to jot down ideas,
key words, or thoughts which may be incorporated into later writing.
The "Concept Map" allows for

a

mind map to be designed with

appropriate connecting "flow" lines and headings. The "Concept Map'

can be used as an organizational tool during later writing of text.
The "Outliner' allows for the construction of a typed outline which
can be as simplistic or complex as desired. The program is capable

of

having numerous subheadings and subpoints under any given

section.

The "Publisher" component accepts text exported from
"Draftwriter"

or "Writing Organizer" and allows for graphics to

added to the

text. lt is quite difficult to edit typed text in this

be
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component, so the text must be accurate when exported into the

"Publisher". This component allows the writer to set up a page

in

which ever way is deemed most appropriate before final printing
occurs.

The "Knowledge Base" is the place in the program where
completed writing can be placed so that other learners can have
access to the information. Since the computers in the schools where

this program has been piloted have been networked, a knowledge
base file can be accessed from any computer in the building. Work is

presently underway for schools in the Division to be networked to

facilitate the sharing of knowledge throughout the schools.

ln addition the the four major components, the program has
fifty - two thinking and writing strategies that can be accessed
through files in the program. This assists students who may have

difficulty remembering all the information given to them when a

particular writing strategy

is

taught.

The complexity of the program allows for many possibilities
when incorporating writing using the computer into the classrom. lt

also brings with

it numerous challenges for the classroom teacher.
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